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Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

Our mission:

Decathlon, the partner for your club!

To make sports
accessible to the many!
With over 100 sports available, we are able to offer you 
an extensive offer adapted to your needs! We aim to 
guarantee you the best value for money with our best 
price throughout the year on our full range of sports 
and innovative products. Let us inspire you through our 
huge sports offer.

Wondering what kind of partnership could Decathlon 
create with your club? Contact your local Decathlon 
store for more information !

Ricardo Rodriguez
B2B club leader

The UK favourite sport shop- more than just sport products- your local partners

Unbeatable value vs
performance ratio

More than
100 sports

Free return
365 days

Payment by invoice
from £200

Free
delivery

Possibility of
customization
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Order online Order instore
Create a corporate account at www.decathlon.co.uk  
During the account creation process make sure you  
check the “I am a corporate customer”
Select products for your basket
Complete your order and pay via invoice on orders
over £200

Visit your preferred Decathlon store
Speak to a member of staff
Payment via invoice on orders above £200



Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

We are the designers of our sports products! At Decathlon, sportsmen and 
women are our focus! It starts with listening, observing and questioning. It’s 
no coincidence that we are sportsmen and women ourselves! Today, each 
design team focuses on one sport, because a runner does not have the same 
needs as a footballer. At the start-up, our product managers, engineers and 
designers are obsessed with the needs of their athletes.

Decathlon
Where sport research 
takes centre stage

Our centre of expertise dedicated to researching the athlete’s body is 
made up of researchers and engineers who work tirelessly to design 
unique products. Each product stems from a need and, from the idea to 
the moment it hits the shelves, they work with the users, because what is 
made for athletes must be designed together with them.
In this way, our teams contribute to the design of products through a 
knowledge of the body in its environment. And by putting the athlete at 
the centre, we bring the necessary expertise to all our products.

Zoom on Sportslab!
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1. Sensory and behavioural analysis
Product development that guarantees an optimal
experience to our users.

3. Morphology
Analysis of data on the diversity of morphologies 
allows brands to design products that best suit
the bodies of sportsmen and women.

4. Body in motion
Observing the body in motion allows us to design
high-quality, ergonomic products in a safe way.

2. Thermal comfort
The behaviour of the human body and its equipment in different 
environments is studied.

Ref: 8491075
ERGO COMPACT AB TRAINER MOTION LIGHT FLASHING RUN LIGHT

Ref: 8501574
ATHLETIC WALKING SHOES RW900 
Ref: 8403073

Design finds its origin thanks to you!
From sportsmen, for sportsmen



£999

£1299

KIPSTA

KIPSTA

HYBRID FOOTBALL F500 SIZE 3,4,5

FOOTBALL F550 SIZE 5

We developed this F500 hybrid ball for footballers that 
play in clubs and need a comfortable and durable ball.
Ref: 8576139 / 8576138 / 8576136

Our design teams made the F550 ball with a thicker 
outer material to increase the ball’s lifespan.The 
24-panel design also improves stability.
Ref: 8497772

Football > Footballs KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f100-hybrid-football-size-5/_/R-p-167251?mc=8576136&c=RED_ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/hybrid-size-5-football-f550/_/R-p-196214?mc=8497772&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f100-hybrid-football-size-4/_/R-p-167252?mc=8576138&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f100-hybrid-football-size-3/_/R-p-167253?mc=8576139&c=WHITE


£1299 KIPSTA

8-BALL BAG BLACK
This durable ball bag has been created so that football 
coaches can easily store and transport up to 8 size 5 
balls as well as small accessories.This ball bag has 
an opening/closing system that stays closed in any 
situation. Ref: 8562385

£1499

This durable ball bag has been created so that football 
coaches can easily store and transport up to 16 size
5 balls. This ball bag has an opening/closing system 
that stays closed in any situation. Ref: 8562384

16-BALL BAG BLACK

KIPSTA

THERMOBONDED FOOTBALL FIFA
 PRO F900 SIZE 5

KIPSTA

Our design teams created the F900 ball with a 12-panel 
outer cover to ensure perfect sphericity and greater 
precision. Ref: 8497777

£2499

KIPSTA

DOUBLE ACTION PUMP YELLOW - BLACK
This simple and compact double-action pump was 
created to allow players and trainers to inflate any 
kind of ball. Uses a “double-action” system that expels 
air both when pushing and pulling, inflating the ball 
with each movement. Ref: 8369006

£499

Football > Footballs KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
Football 7

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/16-ball-bag-black/_/R-p-311145?mc=8562384&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/8-ball-bag-black/_/R-p-311188?mc=8562385&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/thermobonded-size-5-football-fifa-pro-f900/_/R-p-196216?mc=8497777&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/16-ball-bag-black/_/R-p-311145?mc=8562384&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/double-action-pump/_/R-p-7931?mc=8369006&c=YELLOW


KIPSTA

F500 ADULT FOOTBALL SHIRT
We designed this durable F500 football jersey with 
very good freedom of movement to make it easier for 
you to run and do your favourite moves on the pitch. 
Ref: 8527459 

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR SPONSOR LOGO

ADD YOUR LOGO

£899

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f500-adult-football-jersey/_/R-p-305085?mc=8527459&c=BLACK


KIPSTA

KIPSTA

KIPSTA

F500 ADULT FOOTBALL SHORTS

FOOTBALL SOCKS CLUB F500

FOOTBALL STIRRUP SOCKS F500

Our football designers have developed these F500 
football shorts to wear for playing up to 3 times a 
week, for training sessions or matches. 
Ref: 8495591

Our designers, who are also football players, designed 
these Club socks for training and playing matches up 
to 3 times a week.  
Ref: 8514551

Looking for some stirrup socks to match your socks? 
These football stirrup socks have a thin and durable 
elastic band that goes under the foot to ensure a 
stable and comfortable fit. Ref: 8543189

KIPSTA KIPSTA

F500 ADULT FOOTBALL GOALKEEPER SHORT 
BLUE

F100 ADULT GOALKEEPER BOTTOM

Our football designers created these F500 football 
shorts for goalkeepers. They can be combined with 
the matching F500 football shirt.
Ref: 8561213

We developed the F100 bottoms with more durable 
foam and fabric patches at the knees and hips to limit 
impacts. 
Ref: 8518660

F500 ADULT GOALKEEPER
JERSEY

KIPSTA

Our designers developed this shirt in specific 
colours because we know it’s important for a 
goalkeeper to look good during matches.
Ref: 8561211 / 8561212

£399 £399

£499

£799

£1799

£799

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
Football 9

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f500-adult-football-shorts/_/R-p-118265?mc=8495591&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f500-adult-goalkeeper-shirt/_/R-p-178151?mc=8561211&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/football-socks-club/_/R-p-303496?mc=8514551&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f100-adult-goalkeeper-bottoms-black/_/R-p-118845?mc=8518660&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/football-stirrup-socks-f500/_/R-p-196792?mc=8543189&c=BLACK


KIPSTA

WOMEN’S FOOTBALL JERSEY F500
This F500 football shirt is a centrepiece of our wom-
en’s football collection. It is even more breathable, 
with excellent freedom of movement so you can keep 
your head in the game.  
Ref: 8527842 / 8527843 / 8497176

The Club football socks have an elasticated section 
on the midfoot to keep the sock firmly in place during 
play, while the fabric ensures that the foot is well 
ventilated.  
Ref: 303496

KIPSTA

F500 WOMEN’S FOOTBALL SHORTS
Since you give it your all on the field, our design 
teams have developed the F500 football shorts with 
a durable and breathable material, so that you can 
concentrate on the game. 
Ref: 8529303 / 8529305

FOOTBALL SOCKS CLUB F500

KIPSTA KIPSTA

FOOTBALL STIRRUP SOCKS F500
These football stirrup socks have a thin and durable 
elastic band that goes under the foot to ensure a 
stable and comfortable fit.
Ref: 8543189

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR SPONSOR LOGO

ADD YOUR CLUB LOGO

£399£499£699

£899

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f500-women-s-football-shorts-grey-mint/_/R-p-178213?mc=8529303&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/football-socks-club/_/R-p-303496?mc=8514551&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/football-stirrup-socks-f500/_/R-p-196792?mc=8543189&c=BLACK
http://https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f500-women-s-football-jersey/_/R-p-191132?mc=8527842&c=WHITE


KIPSTA

To help your child stay focused on their game, we designed the F500 jersey with a new football-inspired cut and 
flowing material that follows their every move. Ref: 8558481 

KIDS’ SHORT-SLEEVED FOOTBALL SHIRT F500

KIPSTA

F500 KIDS FOOTBALL SHORTS
Are you looking for light, comfortable football shorts? The F500 kids’ shorts are made from a floaty, breatha- ble 
fabric to keep players comfortable throughout their matches. Ref: 8558505

KIPSTA

These football stirrup socks have a thin and durable 
elastic band. Ref: 8543189

FOOTBALL STIRRUP SOCKS F500
The elastic band on the midfoot provides good 
support during play. Ref: 8560694

KIDS’ FOOTBALL SOCKS F500

KIPSTA

KIPSTA KIPSTA

We’ve developed the F100 goalkeeper jersey with 
foam reinforcements. Ref: 8495862

We developed the F100 bottoms with more dura-
ble foam. Ref: 8495860

F100 KIDS’ FOOTBALL GOALKEEPER SHIRT F100 KIDS’ GOALKEEPER BOTTOMS

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR SPONSOR LOGO

ADD YOUR LOGO

£399 £399

£1199

£599

£599

£1199

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
Football 11

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-short-sleeved-football-shirt-f500/_/R-p-311851?mc=8558481&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f500-kids-football-shorts/_/R-p-307851?mc=8558505&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-football-socks-f500-navy-with-stripes/_/R-p-309733?mc=8560694&c=BLUE_TURQUOISE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/football-stirrup-socks-f500/_/R-p-196792?mc=8543189&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f100-kids-football-goalkeeper-shirt/_/R-p-118848?mc=8495862&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/f100-kids-goalkeeper-bottoms-black/_/R-p-118846?mc=8495860&c=BLACK


KIPSTA

KEEPDRY 500 ADULTS’ FOOTBALL LONG-
SLEEVEED BASE LAYER
The Keepdry 500 base layer is most effective as your 
first of multiple layers. The breathable material helps 
to reduce sweat build up, keeping you both warm and 
dry. Ref: 8523896

£1499

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/keepdry-500-adults-football-long-sleeved-base-layer/_/R-p-195072?mc=8523896&c=BLACK


KIPSTAKIPSTA

KIDS’ LONG-SLEEVED BASE LAYER FOOTBALL TOP KEEPDRY 500KIDS’ FOOTBALL SHORTS F520
This base layer is most effective as the first of multiple layers, and is ideal for sub 0 
temperatures. The breathable material helps to reduce sweat build up, keeping you 
both warm and dry. Ref: 8524108

Are you looking for light, comfortable, stylish football shorts? The F520 shorts are 
made from a floaty, breathable fabric to keep players comfortable throughout their 
matches. Ref : 8553597

£599 £1199

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
Football 13

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-football-shorts-f520/_/R-p-308370?mc=8553597&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-long-sleeved-base-layer-football-top-keepdry-500-mottled/_/R-p-195054?mc=8524108&c=BLACK


KIPSTA

KIPSTA

KIPSTA

FOOTBALL SWEATSHIRT T100

T100 ADULT LIGHT FOOTBALL JACKET

T500 ADULT 1/2 ZIP FOOTBALL TRAINING 
SWEATSHIRT

We have designed this practical, elegant T100 sweat-
shirt with a close-fitting cut that makes it easier to 
develop your skills on the pitch.
Ref: 8560131 / 8560130

We have designed this stylish and practical T100 
jacket with a close-fitting cut that makes it easier to 
develop your skills on the pitch.
Ref: 8495580 / 8495579 (also available in red)

With its side zip on the neck, its fitted cut and its soft, 
durable fabrics, you can play with the smoothest of 
moves!
Ref: 8495572 / 8495573 / 8495574

T500 WOMEN’S FOOTBALL
TRAINING SWEATSHIRT

KIPSTA

This T500 hybrid training sweatshirt, made 
from fluid fabric, won’t get in the way of
any of your movements during your training 
sessions! Get in the game without hesitation! 
Ref: 8497711 / 8497712

KIPSTA KIPSTA

T100 ADULT FOOTBALL BOTTOMS ADULT FOOTBALL BOTTOMS T500
We have designed these basic, practical T100 
bottoms with a close-fitting cut that makes it easier to 
develop your skills on the pitch.
Ref: 8560160 / 8560159

How can you gain fluidity when wearing full-length 
bottoms? With their narrow shape and stretchy 
fabrics, the T500 football bottoms make it easy to run 
and move around the pitch.
Ref: 8552186 / 8552187 / 8552185

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR  
CLUB LOGO

ADD YOUR  
SPONSOR LOGO

£1499

£1299

£1499

£1299 £1499 £1799

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/t500-women-s-football-training-sweatshirt/_/R-p-196141?mc=8497711&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/football-sweatshirt-t100/_/R-p-310366?mc=8560131&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/t100-adult-light-football-jacket-carbon/_/R-p-196755?mc=8495580&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/t500-adult-1-2-zip-football-training-sweatshirt-carbon/_/R-p-196754?mc=8495572&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-football-bottoms-t500/_/R-p-196791?mc=8552186&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-football-bottoms-t100/_/R-p-309989?mc=8560160&c=BLACK


KIPSTA KIPSTA KIPSTA

KIPSTA KIPSTA

FOOTBALL SWEATSHIRT T100 T100 KIDS’ FOOTBALL TRAINING JACKET KIDS’ FOOTBALL HALF-ZIP TRAINING SWEAT-
SHIRT T500

T100 KIDS’ FOOTBALL TRAINING BOTTOMS KIDS’ FOOTBALL TRAINING BOTTOMS TP500

We have designed this practical, elegant T100 sweat-
shirt with a close-fitting cut that makes it easier to 
develop your skills on the pitch. 
Ref: 8553309

To support your child’s first steps on the pitch, we 
developed the draping and ventilated F100 football 
jacket to offer greater freedom of movement. 
Ref: 8558488 / 8558487 (also available in red)

We created this T500 half-zip training sweatshirt to 
keep intermediate youth football players warm while 
training two to three times a week. 
Ref: 8569344 / 8569343

To make your kids’ first outings on the pitch easier, 
we’ve developed these simple, practical T100 bottoms 
with a close-fitting cut.
Ref: 8558483 / 8558482

We’ve developed these TP 500 bottoms with a fitted 
cut and stretch fabrics to make it easier for your kids 
to run and move out on the pitch.
Ref: 8569341 / 8569340

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR  
CLUB LOGO

ADD YOUR  
SPONSOR LOGO

ADD YOUR  
CLUB LOGO

ADD YOUR  
SPONSOR LOGO

£999 £999£899

£799 £1299

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
Football 15

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-football-training-bottoms-f100-navy/_/R-p-311815?mc=8558483&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-football-training-jacket-t100/_/R-p-311842?mc=8558488&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/football-sweatshirt-t100/_/R-p-307921?mc=8553309&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-football-training-bottoms-tp-500-navy/_/R-p-312036?mc=8569341&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-football-half-zip-training-sweatshirt-t500-navy/_/R-p-312047?mc=8569344&c=GREY


KIPSTA KIPSTA KIPSTA

WOMEN’S FOOTBALL DOWN JACKET FCOAT 
100

MEN’S FOOTBALL DOWN JACKET FCOAT100 ADULT LONG FOOTBALL PARKA

The Fcoat 100 down jacket can easily display your 
football club’s logo with a high-quality, woven patch. 
Ref: 8559426

Designed to protect fans and members of football 
clubs during storms, before and after training 
sessions and matches. The Fcoat 100 down jacket 
can easily display your football club’s logo with a 
high-quality, woven patch. Ref: 8560166

Designed to protect fans and members of football 
clubs during storms, before and after training 
sessions and matches. The Fcoat 100 down jacket 
can easily display your football club’s logo with a 
high-quality, woven patch. Ref: 8575952

KIPSTA

KIPSTA

KIDS’ FOOTBALL DOWN JACKET FCOAT 100

KIDS’ FOOTBALL LONG PARKA TRX

The Fcoat 100 down jacket can easily display your 
football club’s logo with a high-quality, woven patch. 
Ref: 8560168

Our football product designers have created this kids’ 
long football parka with a hood visor for being outside 
in the wind and rain.
Ref: 8584437

£3499 £3499 £6499

£1999

£3999

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-football-down-jacket-fcoat-100-black/_/R-p-310222?mc=8559426&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-football-down-jacket-fcoat-100-black/_/R-p-310418?mc=8560168&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-football-long-parka-trx/_/R-p-324868?mc=8584437&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-football-down-jacket-fcoat100-black/_/R-p-310404?mc=8560166&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-long-football-parka/_/R-p-313038?mc=8575952&c=BLACK


KIPSTA

This fleece neck warmer can be used to protect your 
neck or ears from the cold. One size. No drawstring, 
making it suitable for kids. Ref: 8514832

KIDS’ FOOTBALL NECK WARMER KEEPWARM 
100

KIPSTA

KIDS’ FOOTBALL HAT KEEPWARM 100
Our football designers have created the Keepwarm 
100 hat to be worn in cold or cool weather during 
training sessions at any level of intensity. This
hat provides thermal comfort during play while 
protecting from the cold. Ref: 8395888

We created the water-repellent Windproof Jacket 100 
using a draping, light fabric to facilitate your child’s 
movements as they get started on the pitch.  
Ref: 8553313

WINDPROOF JACKET 100

KIPSTA

This ultra-breathable neck warmer keeps heat in and 
effectively wicks perspiration away. It can be worn 
long or short depending on your needs.
Ref: 8496932

KEEPDRY 500 NECK WARMER

KIPSTAKIPSTA

ADULT FOOTBALL HAT KEEPDRY 500
This ultra-breathable hat keeps warmth in while letting 
perspiration escape effectively. This hat fits equally 
well whether you have short or long hair. 
Ref: 8496928

We have designed this waterproof, breathable T100 
football jacket to help you keep playing in the wind 
and rain. Ref: 8497929 (also available in red or blue)

T100 ADULT FOOTBALL WATERPROOF 
JACKET

KIPSTA

FOOTBALL GLOVES KEEPDRY
500 ADULT OR KIDS

KIPSTA

Our football product designers created 
the Keepdry 500 gloves for beginner and 
intermediate footballers playing in cool and cold 
weather. Ref: 8368930 / 8368863

£799

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR  
CLUB LOGO ADD YOUR  

CLUB LOGO

£1999

£1299

£599 £699

£399£499

Football > Clothing KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
Football 17

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/t100-adult-football-waterproof-jacket/_/R-p-196555?mc=8497929&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-football-gloves-keepdry-500/_/R-p-119635?mc=8368930&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-football-hat-keepdry-500/_/R-p-189074?mc=8496928&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/keepwarm-kids-fleece-lined-hat/_/R-p-156349?mc=8395888&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/windproof-jacket-100-black/_/R-p-307893?mc=8553313&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/keepdry-500-neck-warmer-neon/_/R-p-189075?mc=8496932&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/keepwarm-100-neck-warmer/_/R-p-303552?mc=8514832&c=BLACK


OFFLOAD

RUGBY BALL R500 MATCH SIZE 5
This ball provides excellent grip. Its torpedo shape 
makes it very stable in the air. It has been designed 
in collaboration with our partners. Ref: 8550972

£1499
OFFLOAD

RUGBY TRAINING BALL SIZE 3, 4 OR 5
Available in sizes: 3 for six to nine year-olds. The grip and durability make this an excellent 
ball for training, especially for beginners and rugby clubs. This ball is perfect for working on 
your first passes. Ref : 8579039 / 8579036 / 8407951

£799

OFFLOAD

TOUCH RUGBY BALL SIZE 4.5
The intermediate size and torpedo shape of this ball 
make it ideal for playing from the hand, meeting the 
needs of touch rugby players. Perfect for receiving 
and making passes. Ref : 8579004

£799

OFFLOAD

RUGBY BALL R500 SIZE 5
This ball’s has both predictable flight and good quality 
grip.Developed in collaboration with our technical 
partners playing in the Top14 rugby league.
Ref : 8407953

£1299

Rugby > Balls OFFLOAD

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/size-3-rugby-training-ball-r100-green/_/R-p-323943?mc=8579039&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rugby-ball-size-4-r100-training-red/_/R-p-198434?mc=8579036&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/size-5-rugby-ball-r500-match-white/_/R-p-309362?mc=8550972&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/full-h-500-rugby-ball-size-5/_/R-p-4128?mc=8407953&c=RED_ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/touch-rugby-ball-yellow/_/R-p-309371?mc=8579004&c=YELLOW


OFFLOAD

MINI RUGBY GOAL POSTS R100 EASYDROP
We designed these metallic rugby posts so you can 
take your rugby pitch with you to practise anywhere. 
These mini goal posts can be set up in five minutes. 
Bring the stadium to your garden!
Size: H 2.5 m x L 1.04 m x D 0.6 m.
Ref: 8401691

£5999

OFFLOAD

RUGBY BALL TUBE BAG FOR 5 BALLS
We designed this ball bag to store and carry up to five 
rugby balls (size 5). Ref: 8495763

£799

GTR 4000 RUGBY BALL SIZE 5
This rugby ball is designed for playing rugby in 
training (1 to 3 times/week). This rugby training ball 
comes with a patented triangular dimple cover.It 
provides a good grip for passing and catching.
Ref: 8368090

£1499

OMEGA RUGBY BALL SIZE 5
The first ball in the Gilbert range for foot play. This 
ball complies with World rugby standards making it 
perfectly suitable for playing rugby at club level. A 
high quality rubber laminate outer cover is combined 
with patented Truflight bladder. Ref: 8394289

£2299

RUGBY BALL KINETICA SIZE 5
We have selected this ball, which is designed for 
top-level club rugby. This hand-stitched ball complies 
with World Rugby standards and has been pre-kicked, 
making it ready to use. Ref: 8607910

£9999

RUGBY BALL SIRIUS SIZE 5
We have selected this ball, which is designed for 
high-level club rugby. This very durable ball is used by 
many national teams. It guarantees a great ball feel and 
stable flight. Ref: 8607909

£12999

Rugby > Balls OFFLOAD

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/gtr-4000-size-5-rugby-ball-black/_/R-p-X8368090?mc=8368090&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/size-5-rugby-ball-kinetica/_/R-p-X8607910?mc=8607910
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/omega-size-5-rugby-ball-blue/_/R-p-X8394289?mc=8394289
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-rugby-ball-sirius/_/R-p-X8607909?mc=8607909
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r100-easydrop-mini-rugby-goal-posts/_/R-p-143786?mc=8401691&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rugby-ball-tube-bag-for-5-balls-khaki/_/R-p-197292?mc=8495763&c=BLACK


OFFLOAD

RUGBY TACKLE BAG R500 KIDS
This rugby wedge that is reliable, sturdy, affordable, 
and will last long at your club. Ref: 8557518

£4499

OFFLOAD

RUGBY TACKLE BAG R500 KIDS
This tackle bag is sturdy, durable and affordable, 
ensuring it will last over the long term. Ref: 8557516

£8999

OFFLOAD

FLAG RUGBY BELT KIT R500
Our team has developed this kit for learning to play tag 
rugby. Ref : 8496110

£799

Rugby > Accessories OFFLOAD

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

3,5 meters high,
inflate it in under 
two minutes !

AIRDROP RUGBY POSTS R500
Our team of passionate designers created these inflatable rugby posts to take your rugby pitch 
anywhere. Dimensions: H 3.5 m x L 2.6 m x D 1.5 m. Goal posts that fit inside a carry bag! Ref: 8496108

£9499

OFFLOAD

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r500-airdrop-rugby-posts-red/_/R-p-197727?mc=8496108&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/flag-rugby-belt-kit-r500-blue-red/_/R-p-197732?mc=8496110
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-rugby-tackle-bag-r500/_/R-p-X8557518?mc=8557518
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r500-kids-rugby-tackle-bag/_/R-p-X8557516?mc=8557516


OFFLOAD

KIDS’ RUGBY SHOULDER PAD R500 
Its stitched thermoformed inlays put you 
more at ease for playing. Ref : 8495770

£1999

OFFLOAD

KIDS’ PROTECTIVE UNDERSHORTS R500 
Comfortable and breathable protective 
undershorts. Ref : 8587651

£1799

OFFLOAD

KIDS’ SMOCK TOP 500
Waterproof and windproof training smock top for 
playing in wet and cold weather. Ref : 8496896

£1599

OFFLOAD

KIDS’ LONG-SLEEVED BASE LAYER R500
R500 long-sleeved base layer keeps in warmth. It is 
close-fitting and wicks perspiration. Ref : 8560027

£999OFFLOAD

KIDS’ POCKETLESS SHORTS R100 
Rugby shorts for young players during training and 
matches. Ref : 8560587

£699

OFFLOAD

KIDS’ HIGH RUGBY SOCKS R500 
Our rugby-loving team has developed these socks for 
playing matches and training regularly. Ref: 8587091

£399 OFFLOAD

KIDS’ WATERPROOF RAIN BOTTOMS R500
These rugby bottoms are essential for keeping rugby 
players protected from rain and wind. Ref : 8406380

£1299

Rugby > Kids’ clothing OFFLOAD

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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OFFLOAD

KIDS’ RUGBY SHOULDER PADS R100 
These shoulder pads are light and very breathable 
thanks to the 100% ventilated component. Ref : 8549366

£1799

OFFLOAD

500 KIDS’ RUGBY SCRUM CAP
Stay protected without compromising on comfort, 
even in the rucks! Ref : 8522569 / 8522570

£1499

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/full-h-500-scrum-cap/_/R-p-6235?mc=8522569&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/100-junior-rugby-shoulder-pads/_/R-p-174632?mc=8549366&c=BLUE_GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r100-junior-rugby-club-pocketless-shorts/_/R-p-309934?mc=8560587&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r500jr-kids-rugby-long-sleeved-base-layer/_/R-p-197322?mc=8560027&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-waterproof-rugby-rain-bottoms-r500-black/_/R-p-185111?mc=8406380&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-high-rugby-socks-r500/_/R-p-325429?mc=8587091&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-windproof-waterproof-rugby-smock-top-500-black/_/R-p-198514?mc=8496896&c=BLACK


OFFLOAD

MEN’S PROTECTIVE UNDERSHORTS R500 
Protect players’ thighs, hips and lower back from 
impact during training and matches. Ref : 8550433

£2499

OFFLOAD

POCKETLESS SHORTS R100 ADULT
These shorts are made from durable fabric and have 
reinforced seams. Ref : 8560583

£799 OFFLOAD

ADULT HIGH RUGBY SOCKS R500 
Our rugby-loving team has developed these socks for 
playing matches and training regularly. Ref: 8587091

£499 OFFLOAD

ADULT WATERPROOF RUGBY SMOCK TOP
Slips on over a jersey; perfect for training or pre-match 
warm-ups.  Ref: 8575152

£2499

OFFLOAD

ADULT RUGBY SHOULDER PADS R100 
Freedom of movement without compromising on 
protection. Ref : 8550430

£2999

OFFLOAD

ADULT DOWN CLUB COACH JACKET ZIP 500
This thin, comfortable down jacket is great both on 
and off the pitch. Ref : 8544676

£3499

OFFLOAD

ADULT CLUB COACH SHORT PARKA 500
Your team-mates will stay warm in winter! 
Ref: 8606275

£4999OFFLOAD

ADULT LONG CLUB COACH SHORT PARKA 500
Our rugby fans have developed this parka for rugby 
players warming up and for club staff. Ref : 8560569

£5999

OFFLOAD

MEN’S RUGBY SHOULDER PAD R900 
These rugby shoulder pads were designed 
by players for players! With the re-designed 
protection areas and lightweight, breathable 
fabrics, you’ll be protected but not weighed 
down. Ref : 8550432

£3999

Rugby > Adults’ clothing OFFLOAD

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r100-adult-rugby-club-pocketless-shorts/_/R-p-309933?mc=8560583&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-rugby-shoulder-pad-r900-grey-yellow/_/R-p-309125?mc=8550432&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-high-rugby-socks-r500/_/R-p-325429?mc=8587091&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-protective-rugby-undershorts-r500-black-yellow/_/R-p-309136?mc=8550433&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-long-club-coach-short-parka-r500-black/_/R-p-309932?mc=8560569&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-waterproof-rugby-smock-top-black/_/R-p-312804?mc=8575152&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-rugby-shoulder-pads-r100-black-yellow/_/R-p-309126?mc=8550430&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-down-club-coach-jacket-zip-500-black/_/R-p-306940?mc=8544676&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-club-coach-short-parka-r500/_/R-p-308325?mc=8606275&c=BLACK


OFFLOAD OFFLOAD

Help your teams improve every week!
Ref: 8557517

It will last over the long term!
Ref: 8557515

RUGBY TACKLE BAG R500 ADULT RUGBY TACKLE BAG R500 ADULT
£5999 £14999

ADULT ORTHODONTIC RUGBY MOUTHGUARD 
The shape of this gum shield is suitable for those 
wearing braces. Ref : 8563774

£799

ADULT RUGBY MOUTHGUARD 3D
Thermoformable for a better hold, 3 different material 
densities to improve shock absorption. Ref : 8608041

£1499

ADULT MOUTH GUARD - ENGLAND
Pre-moulded anatomic protection with Extra Wall 
reinforced thickness. Ref : 8608021

€799 -37%

£499
OFFLOAD

ADULT RUGBY HEAD GUARD 500 
Stay protected without compromising on comfort, 
even in the rucks! Ref : 8496882 / 8496279

£1999 OFFLOAD

R900 ADULT RUGBY SCRUM CAP
This scrum cap to perfectly fit the head for comfort 
and protection. Ref : 8496651

£2999

OFFLOAD

RUGBY MOUTHGUARD R500
Thermoformable for better support. Available in sizes 
S, M or L. Ref : 8573858 / 8573860 / 8573863

£699

Rugby > Accessories OFFLOAD

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-mouth-guard-england/_/R-p-X8608021?mc=8608021
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/full-h-500-scrum-cap/_/R-p-6235?mc=8496882&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r900-adult-rugby-scrum-cap/_/R-p-178334?mc=8496651&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-orthodontic-rugby-mouthguard-blue-white/_/R-p-X8563774?mc=8563774
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-rugby-mouthguard-3d-green/_/R-p-X8608041?mc=8608041
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-rugby-tackle-bag-r500/_/R-p-X8557517?mc=8557517
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r500-adult-rugby-tackle-bag/_/R-p-X8557515?mc=8557515
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rugby-mouthguard-r500-size-l-players-over-1-70-m/_/R-p-312543?mc=8573860&c=BLUE_TURQUOISE


Basketball basket suitable for kids up to 10 years old 
playing basketball outdoors. The B200 Easy adjusts to 
4 heights (from 1.60m to 2.20m) without tools.  
Ref: 8574768

BASKETBALL HOOP B200

TARMAK£6999

B100 basketball basket suitable for kids and adults 
playing basketball outside. Adjusts to 5 heights
ranging from 2.20m to 3.05m without tools.
Ref: 8529807

BASKETBALL HOOP B100

TARMAK£11999

Suitable for kids and adults playing basketball 
outdoors. Adjusts tool-free to 5 heights ranging from 
2.20m to 3.05m and can easily be moved thanks to 
wheels. Ref: 8573455

POLYCARBONATE B100 BASKETBALL BASKET

TARMAK£19999

BASKETBALL BASKET
B100 EASY

TARMAK

Adjusts tool-free to 5 heights ranging 
from 2.20m to 3.05m and can easily be 
moved thanks to wheels. Ref : 8574496

£14999

Basketball > Baskets TARMAK

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/b100-easy-kids-adult-basketball-basket-2-2m-to-3-05m-tool-free-adjustment/_/R-p-305519?mc=8529815&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/polycarbonate-b100-easy-kids-adult-basketball-basket-tool-free-adjustment/_/R-p-312433?mc=8573455&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/b100-kids-adult-basketball-basket-black-adjusts-from-2-2m-to-3-05m/_/R-p-305527?mc=8529807&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/b200-easy-kids-basketball-basket-blue-orange-1-6m-2-2m-up-to-age-10-years/_/R-p-117770?mc=8574768&c=BLUE


This basketball basket offers excellent game quality 
thanks to the adjustment dial. It has 7 heights, rang-
ing from 2.40m to 3.05m. Ref: 8529820

BASKETBALL BASKET B700 PRO

TARMAK

This basketball hoop is amazing! Can be set up and 
stored away in 2 minutes without tools. 
Ref: 8342820

BASKETBALL HOOP B900 PRO

TARMAK£69999

The B500 Box is adjustable from 2.40m to 3.05m. This 
moveable basketball hoop is incredible. 
Ref: 8551504

BASKETBALL HOOP B500 BOX

TARMAK£39999£32999

TARMAK

20KG SAND BALLAST BAG
Extra ballast bag for basketball baskets 
to increase their stability. Size designed 
to hold 20kg of sand. Hang anywhere 
thanks to its 2 fastening straps.
Ref : 8519238

£799

Basketball > Baskets TARMAK

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/b700-pro-kids-adult-basketball-basket-2-4m-to-3-05m-7-playing-heights/_/R-p-305508?mc=8529820&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-adult-basketball-hoop-b9002-4m-to-3-05m-sets-up-and-stores-in-2-minutes/_/R-p-9027?mc=8342820&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/20kg-sand-ballast-bag-for-basketball-baskets/_/R-p-304373?mc=8519238&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-adult-basketball-hoop-b500-2-4m-to-3-05m-sets-up-and-stores-in-1-minutes/_/R-p-309357?mc=8551504


TARMAK

6MM BASKETBALL NET
This basketball net is suitable for adults and children 
playing basketball outdoors. Ref: 8019129

£599TARMAK

BASKETBALL SHOOTING MARKERS
These 5 basketball shooting markers sit on the floor. 
Ref: 8409414

£999

TARMAK

DURABLE R500 BASKETBALL HOOP
This basketball rim can be attached to a wall or a 
board. Ref: 8395749

£2499TARMAK

BASKETBALL RIM FOR B100 AND B100 EASY
Repair your B100 basketball hoop with this red rim. 
Ref: 8549378

£2499

TARMAK

R900 BASKETBALL RIM
R900 basketball rim with regulation diameter designed 
for outdoor basketball baskets. Ref: 8496975

£3499

TARMAK

WALL-MOUNTED BASKETBALL HOOP  
SB100
This kids’ and adult basketball basket set includes the 
backboard, rim and net. Ref: 960586

£5999

TARMAK

BASKETBALL WALL ATTACHMENT 
COMPATIBLE WITH B300 AND B700
Wall attachment suitable for playing basketball 
against a wall. Ref: 8496982

£2999TARMAK

WALL-MOUNTED BASKETBALL HOOP
 SB700
The backboard offers excellent rebound.  
Ref: 8547161

£12999

Basketball > Hoops TARMAK

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/durable-ring-500-basketball-hoop-with-a-regulation-diameter/_/R-p-176074?mc=8395749&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/basketball-rim-suitable-for-b100-and-b100-easy-basketball-hoops/_/R-p-308557?mc=8549378
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/6mm-hoop-or-backboard-basketball-net-white-resistant-to-bad-weather/_/R-p-9029?mc=8019129&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-adult-wall-mounted-basketball-hoop-sb100-black-red/_/R-p-326599?mc=960586&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb700-kids-adult-wall-mounted-basketball-hoop-quality-backboard/_/R-p-306408?mc=8547161
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/r900-official-flexible-basketball-rim-for-basketball-baskets/_/R-p-190092?mc=8496975&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/basketball-kids-adult-shooting-markersfor-shooting-games-and-drills/_/R-p-196453?mc=8409414
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/basketball-wall-attachment-compatible-with-sb100-sb700-3-playing-heights/_/R-p-190112?mc=8496982&c=BLACK


BASKETBALL K500 SIZE 3

TARMAK

This mini basketball is perfect for children up to age 6. 
Ref: 8616265

£699

Size 5 basketball designed for boys and girls ages 7 to 
10 playing outdoors or indoors. Ref: 8614879

TARMAK

BASKETBALL WIZZY SIZE 5
£899

BASKETBALL BT100 SIZE 5, 6 AND 7

TARMAK

With an outer cover made from foam plastic, it is 
durable and offers good ball feel. Ref: 8495715

£1499

TARMAK

This ball bag is designed for carrying up to 5 size 5, 6 or 7 balls. It has handy straps for carrying it
over your shoulder or by hand. There is a zip fastener. Ref: 8407166

BASKETBALL BAG
£999

This size 5 basketball is one of a kind. Its polyurethane 
cover gives it an excellent ball feel. Ref: 8495727

TARMAK

BASKETBALL BT500 SIZE 5
£2499

Size 7 basketball suitable for playing basketball 
indoors or outdoors. Ref: 8610797

BASKETBALL NBA TRIPLE DOUBLE SIZE 7
£3999

Size 7 basketball suitable for playing basketball 
indoors or outdoors. Ref: 8653052

REPLICA NCAA BASKETBALL SIZE 7
£4999

TARMAK

BT900 SIZE 6 FIBA-CERTIFIED
BASKETBALL
This basketball is the official size for girls 
age 11 and up, and boys ages 11 to 12. The 
polyurethane and microfibre component provides 
an exceptional feel.Ref : 8495731

£2999

Basketball > Balls TARMAK

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/official-ncaa-basketball/_/R-p-X8653052?mc=8653052&c=ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/durable-basketball-bag-for-carrying-up-to-five-balls-sizes-5-to-7/_/R-p-192552?mc=8407166&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tarmak-300-kids-basketball-size-3-fluorescent/_/R-p-142731?mc=8616265&c=ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/bt500-kids-size-5-basketball-orangegreat-ball-feel/_/R-p-197122?mc=8495727&c=ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/bt900-size-6-fiba-certified-basketball-girls-boys-women/_/R-p-197126?mc=8495731&c=ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/basketball-nba-triple-double/_/R-p-X8610797?mc=8610797&c=BROWN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/wizzy-kids-size-5-basketball-blue-orangelighter/_/R-p-9055?mc=8614879
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/bt100-kids-size-5-beginner-basketball-under-age-10-orange/_/R-p-197114?mc=8495715&c=ORANGE


TARMAK

WOMEN’S SLEEVELESS BASE LAYER JERSEY
This product helps keep you at a comfortable 
temperature. Perspiration is wicked away. The fabric 
does not retain moisture, and dries quickly. Cut 
reduces chafing due to friction.
Ref : 8496521

£899

TARMAK

WOMEN’S JERSEY T100
Stay dry while learning to play! This very breathable 
jersey easily wicks away perspiration and allows you 
to play freely. Forget about perspiration and focus on 
progress! Ref : 8497401

£499

TARMAK

MEN’S SLEEVELESS BASE LAYER JERSEY
This basketball jersey protects your ribs and solar 
plexus from impacts. It is ventilated to wick away 
perspiration and supports your muscles for a very 
comfortable feeling. Ref : 8394725

€1299 -38%

£799
TARMAK

KIDS’ SLEEVELESS BASKETBALL
JERSEY T100 
This tank top is designed for playing 
basketball. Lightweight and breathable,
it will keep you dry as you play.
Ref : 8394845

£399

TARMAK

KIDS’ BASKETBALL SHORTS
SH100
These shorts have been designed for 
beginner boy and girl basketball players.
Ref : 8394844

£399

TARMAK

SLEEVELESS BASKETBALL JERSEY T100
This breathable jersey is ideal for starting to play 
basketball. Ref : 8517988

£599TARMAK

BASKETBALL SHORTS SH100 
These breathable shorts are ideal for starting to play 
basketball. Ref : 8518193

£599

Basketball > Clothing TARMAK

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/b300-kids-basketball-jersey/_/R-p-148970?mc=8394845&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/basketball-protective-base-layer-for-intermediate-players/_/R-p-169411?mc=8394725&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-intermediate-sleeveless-basketball-base-layer-jersey/_/R-p-169491?mc=8496521&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-sleeveless-basketball-jersey-t100-black/_/R-p-193213?mc=8497401&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/b300-adult-basketball-jersey/_/R-p-148879?mc=8517988&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/b300-adult-basketball-shorts/_/R-p-148880?mc=8518193&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/b300-kids-basketball-shorts/_/R-p-148972?mc=8394844&c=BLUE


TARMAK

MEN’S SLEEVELESS JERSEY T500 
This jersey is designed for playing basketball. Light 
and breathable to wick perspiration! The garment’s 
design allows you to move about freely.
Ref : 8606906

£999

TARMAK

WOMEN’S JERSEY T500
Our design teams created this basketball jersey for 
intermediate basketball players. Lightweight and 
breathable, it keeps you dry as you play!
Ref : 8520036

£799

TARMAK

BASKETBALL SHORTS SH500 
Our basketball designers developed these shorts for 
intermediate players to wear while warming-up and 
training. Lightweight and breathable, it keeps you dry 
as you play! Ref : 8607212

£999 TARMAK

REVERSIBLE BASKETBALL SHORTS
These shorts have been specially designed for 
basketball. This breathable jersey helps you stay dry 
during games and, thanks to its reversible quality,
it offers 2 colour options!
Ref : 8540471

£1499

TARMAK

WOMEN’S SLEEVELESS REVERSIBLE
JERSEY T500R 
Our design teams created this basketball jersey for intermediate basketball players.
This tank top is designed for playing basketball. Breathable to keep you dry as you play! It is reversible to offer 
two colour options. Ref : 8496029

€1299 -23%

£999

TARMAK

SLEEVELESS HOODED JACKET J100
Our teams have designed and developed this 
sleeveless sweatshirt (jacket) for basketball players to 
wear during warm-ups and before and after matches.
Ref : 8602022

£1799

Basketball > Clothing TARMAK

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-basketball-shorts-sh500/_/R-p-196136?mc=8607212&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-reversible-basketball-shorts/_/R-p-145198?mc=8540471&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-sleeveless-hooded-jacket-j100-grey/_/R-p-327900?mc=8602022&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-sleeveless-basketball-jersey-t500/_/R-p-196137?mc=8606906&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/t500-women-s-basketball-jersey-grey-navy/_/R-p-196138?mc=8520036&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-sleeveless-reversible-basketball-jersey-t500r-black-grey-bskbl/_/R-p-145199?mc=8496029&c=BLACK


ADULT BASKETBALL CAP
New Era designed this cap so you can show your support for your favourite NBA team.
This 9FORTY cap has a curved visor, narrow and dynamic cut, and fastens at the back with a strip and buckle 
allowing it to always be perfectly adjusted. Ref : 8655525

£1999

TARMAK

ZIPPERED JACKET J500
This jacket is designed for playing basketball. Made 
from materials that provide an ideal level of warmth 
during play.It has two side pockets, a full-length zip, 
and a hood. Ref : 8573343

£2999 TARMAK

WOMEN’S TRACKSUIT JACKET J500
This jacket was designed for basketball, and provides 
great freedom of movement when playing. It has two 
side pockets, a full-length zip, and a hood.
Ref : 8558135

£2999TARMAK

HOODED SWEATSHIRT H100 
This hoodie is designed for playing basketball. The 
fabrics we have used give you the freedom to move 
easily while keeping you at the right temperature as 
you play. Ref : 8643217

£2499

TARMAK

MEN’S SLIM FIT BASE LAYER JERSEY UT500 
Our teams of designers and players created this base layer for basketball players looking to stay dry
as they play. This base layer dries quickly to keep you at a comfortable temperature.
SLIM fit / for a REGULAR (looser) fit, go for one size bigger than your usual size. Ref : 8642886

£1499

Basketball > Clothing TARMAK

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/search?Ntt=new+era
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-slim-fit-basketball-base-layer-jersey-ut500/_/R-p-303494?mc=8642886&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-basketball-tracksuit-jacket-j500-black/_/R-p-310071?mc=8558135&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-zippered-basketball-jacket-j500-black/_/R-p-312425?mc=8573343&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/basketball-hooded-sweatshirt-h100-light-grey-greatest-game/_/R-p-312394?mc=8643217


TARMAK

BLAST 900 NETBALL
This size 5 Netball ball is ideal for intermediate/
advanced players wishing to keep improving their 
game. Its rubber component and thickness make it 
easy to grip! Ref : 8497459

£1799

TARMAK

OCEAN 500 NETBALL
The Ocean 500 Tarmak Netball is a size 5 ball, perfect 
for training and matches. Its rubber material gives it a 
good grip and makes it easier to hold.
 Ref : 8497457

£1299

NETBALL POST
The Gilbert Academy Netball Post, ideal for those 
passionate about netball. Ref : 8271155

£8999

NETBALL POST NET1 SYSTEM 
INF regulation size portable Netball system, ideal 
for practice and match play for all ages, thanks to 
it’s telescopic height adjustment. 5 different height 
settings from 2.44m up to the regulation standard 
3.05m. Ref : 8572039

£8499

STRIKER NETBALL SIZE 5
Molten Striker Netball designed for both practice and 
match play. Features a textured surface for improved 
grip, a latex bladder and traditional 18 panel design. 
Ref : 8572040

£1499

Netball > Balls and baskets TARMAK

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/ocean-500-netball-tarmak/_/R-p-193412?mc=8497457
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/blast-900-netball-tarmak/_/R-p-193413?mc=8497459
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/striker-netball-uk-molten-pink-blue-size-5/_/R-p-X8572040?mc=8572040
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/molten-netball-post-net1-system-black/_/R-p-X8572039?mc=8572039
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/gilbert-netball-post/_/R-p-X8271155?mc=8271155&c=PINK


This ball is lighter and larger than a traditional volleyball, for learning your first 
movements on the court! Start learning volleyball gently. Ref: 8496185

This ball is perfect for learning the basics of volleyball. To make learning to play 
volleyball easier, our engineers designed this ball for beginners to make all passes 
more comfortable!
Ref: 8407967/ 8640987

VOLLEYBALL VBB100 - BLUE/WHITE V100 SOFT VOLLEYBALL

ALLSIX ALLSIX£999 £1199

Volleyball > Volleyballs ALLSIX

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/volleyball-vbb100-blue-white/_/R-p-160612?mc=8496185&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/wizzy-volleyball-for-15-year-olds-260-280g/_/R-p-9121?mc=8407967&c=YELLOW


This volleyball complies with regional and departmental championship standards.
Super soft touch ball. Highly resistant to wear and tear.  
Ref: 8324591

This durable, practical and height-adjustable ball cart was co-designed with 
coaches to optimise all your indoor volleyball training sessions.
Ref: 8552382

This FIVB-approved ball was designed by our engineers for volleyball training and 
matches. It features an iconic 12-panelled design that provides stability, durability 
and balance for better results.  
Ref: 8408660

Make sure all your shots during practices and match play are within the official 
court limits using antennas!
Ref: 8408966

MOLTEN 5000 VOLLEYBALL

ADJUSTABLE BALL CART VBB900

V900

V900 VOLLEYBALL ANTENNAS

ALLSIX

ALLSIX

ALLSIX

 V900 VOLLEYBALL NET
ALLSIX

Our volleyball design teams created 
this net to meet official standards 
and requirements. It’s perfect for your 
volleyball matches and training sessions.
Ref: 8497189

£2999

£2499

£5999

£11999

£3999

Volleyball > Volleyballs and accessories ALLSIX

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/molten-5000-volleyball-green-red/_/R-p-X8324591?mc=8324591&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adjustable-ball-cart-vbb900-navy/_/R-p-308015?mc=8552382
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/volleyball-v900/_/R-p-116329?mc=8408660&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v900-volleyball-antennas/_/R-p-191412?mc=8408966
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v900-volleyball-net/_/R-p-191414?mc=8497189&c=WHITE


ALLSIX

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL JERSEY V100
This lightweight jersey was designed by our engineers 
to keep you comfortable on the court no matter how 
hard you play. Ref: 8563280

£699

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR  
SPONSOR  
LOGO

ADD YOUR  
LOGO

ALLSIX

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL SHORTS V100 BLACK
For beginners, our engineers designed the perfect 
shorts for freedom of movement and your first moves 
on the volleyball court! Ref: 8563194

£799

ALLSIX

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL SHORTS VSH500 NAVY
Our designers, engineers and volleyball players creat-
ed these practice shorts to move with you, whether 
you’re spiking or passing. Ref: 8563198

£799

ALLSIX

MEN’S VOLLEYBALL SHORTS VSH500 BLACK
Our designers, engineers and volleyball players creat-
ed these practice shorts to move with you, whether 
you’re spiking or passing. Ref: 8563186

£799

SAEPTA QUAM

MEN’S VOLLEYBALL JERSEY V100
Our design team has developed this volleyball jersey 
for beginner players learning their first technical skills. 
Ref: 8563336

£699

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR  
SPONSOR  
LOGO

ADD YOUR  
LOGO

Volleyball > Clothing ALLSIX

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-women-s-volleyball-jersey/_/R-p-309556?mc=8563280&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-volleyball-shorts-vsh500-black/_/R-p-309925?mc=8563186&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-volleyball-jersey/_/R-p-309563?mc=8563336&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-women-s-volleyball-shorts-navy/_/R-p-309582?mc=8563194&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-volleyball-shorts-vsh500-navy/_/R-p-309899?mc=8563198&c=BLUE


ALLSIX

GIRLS’ VOLLEYBALL SHORTS V100 BLACK
For the youngest players, our engineers have designed 
these shorts to move with your child as they make 
their volleyball debut!  Ref: 8562433

£599

ALLSIX

GIRLS’ VOLLEYBALL SHORTS V100 NAVY BLUE
For the youngest players, our engineers have designed 
these shorts to move with your child as they make 
their volleyball debut! Ref: 8562432

£599ALLSIX

GIRLS’ VOLLEYBALL JERSEY V100
For beginners, this product has been designed with 
a looser cut so that you can be more comfortable 
playing volleyball. Ref: 8562430

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

£699

ALLSIX

BOYS’ VOLLEYBALL JERSEY V100
For beginners, this product has been designed with 
a looser cut so that you can be more comfortable 
playing volleyball. Ref: 8562438

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

£699ALLSIX

BOYS’ VOLLEYBALL SHORTS V100 BLACK
For the youngest players, our engineers have designed 
these shorts to move with your child as they make 
their volleyball debut!  Ref: 8562443

£599

ALLSIX

BOYS’ VOLLEYBALL SHORTS V100 WHITE
For the youngest players, our engineers have designed 
these shorts to move with your child as they make 
their volleyball debut! Ref: 8562442

£699

ADD YOUR  
SPONSOR  
LOGO

ADD YOUR  
LOGO

ADD YOUR  
SPONSOR  
LOGO

ADD YOUR  
LOGO

Volleyball > Clothing ALLSIX

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-boys-volleyball-jersey/_/R-p-309587?mc=8562440&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-girls-volleyball-shorts-navy/_/R-p-309559?mc=8562432&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-boys-volleyball-shorts/_/R-p-309566?mc=8562442&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-girls-volleyball-shorts-navy/_/R-p-309559?mc=8562432&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-boys-volleyball-shorts/_/R-p-309566?mc=8562442&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/v100-girls-volleyball-jersey/_/R-p-309567?mc=8562430&c=GREEN


SMOOTH FIELD HOCKEY PRACTICE BALL
Designed for field hockey training on sandy pitches.
A ball for beginning and training on sandy pitches.
Ref : 8624424

£2999

KOROK

KIDS’ WOOD FIELD HOCKEY STICK FH100
Designed for young beginner hockey players who 
need control and flex. Ref : 8607819

£1499

FIELD HOCKEY STICK FIBERTEC
Dita adult field hockey stick for improvers.  
Ref : 8612320

£9499

KOROK

FIELD HOCKEY STICK FH995
Korok advanced adult field hockey stick.  
Ref : 8529946

£9999

JILL BOON
Royal Wellington THC
Belgium

VICTOR WEGNEZ
Royal Racing Club 
Bruxelles
Belgium

THOMAS BRIELS
KHC Dragons
Belgium

Hockey > Sticks KOROK

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/smooth-field-hockey-practice-ball-12-pack-white/_/R-p-X8624424?mc=8624424&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/fh100-kids-wooden-beginner-field-hockey-stick-unicorn/_/R-p-180231?mc=8607819&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-intermediate-45-carbon-low-bow-field-hockey-stick-fibertec-black-gold/_/R-p-X8612320?mc=8612320&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/fh900-adult-advanced-95-carbon-field-hockey-low-bow-stick-coral/_/R-p-180251?mc=8529946&c=BLACK


KOROK, PARTNER OF YOUR CLUB
With our brands KOROK and DITA, our hockey team helps our partner clubs
to develop their projects. Together, we want to meet the needs of players.

Simon Webb
Decathlon UK Field Hockey leader

You want to know more ?
Contact simon.webb@decathlon.com and tell us your expectations.

CLUBS THAT HAVE PLACED THEIR TRUST ON US

Hockey > Partners KOROK

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
Hockey 37



KIPSTA

KIPSTA

KIPSTA

KIPSTA

ALU BAT BA150 29/32 INCH

ALU BAT BA550 32/34 INCH

WOOD BAT BA180 30/33 INCH

MAPLE BAT BA580 BLACK/RED

Aluminium bat with a larger sweet spot makes it easier 
to control and to hit with more strength. Ref: 8514150

This aluminium bat for intermediate users is designed 
to help you bat with more strength. Ref: 8514205

This wood (ash) bat with a larger sweet spot helps 
you bat the ball with more strength. Ref: 8514203

£3499

£4999

£3999

£6499

This bat is a North American hard maple bat with a 
balanced body suitable for most batters. Ref : 8575482

Baseball > Bats KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baseball-alu-bat-ba150-29-32-inch/_/R-p-303416?mc=8514150&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/alu-bat-ba550-32-34-inch/_/R-p-303428?mc=8514205&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/wood-bat-ba180-30-33-inch/_/R-p-303417?mc=8514203&c=ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baseball-maple-bat-ba580-black-red/_/R-p-312866?mc=8575482


KIPSTA

KIPSTA

KIPSTA

BA100 BIG HIT BASEBALL BAT EVA FOAM

BASEBALL BATTING TEE BA150

BA100 FOAM BASEBALL SINGLE BALL
The Kipsta Foam Baseball Bat allows you to play baseball safe, such as in the backyard or at the parks.
This 23” bat is easier for batting and help you safely get off to the best start with baseball. Ref: 8364655

This batting tee helps to train your accuracy while 
batting. Ref: 8495654

Beginners to discover baseball easily and to play 
baseball safely with family or friends. Ref: 8406139

£899

£3499

£299

BA100 FOAM BASEBALL
SET KIDS

KIPSTA

This set includes two foam balls, a 23” foam 
bat, and 5 flat discs markers for bases.
Ref : 8407681

£1999

SOFT COMPRESS BASEBALL BALL 9 INCHES
Benefit from better grip and better throws thanks to 
this softer ball! Ref: 8160599

£599

A1030 LEATHER BASEBALL BALL 9 INCHES
Play baseball regularly with this official-sized ball.
Ref: 8160602

£699

Baseball > Balls and accessories KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/soft-compress-baseball-ball-9-inches-white/_/R-p-X8160599?mc=8160599&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/a1030-9-inch-leather-baseball-ball-white/_/R-p-X8160602?mc=8160602&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baseball-batting-tee-ba150/_/R-p-196893?mc=8495654&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kipsta-11-ba100-foam-baseball-single-ball/_/R-p-179551?mc=8406139&c=BROWN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kipsta-ba100-big-hit-baseball-bat-eva-foam/_/R-p-159674?mc=8364655&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kipsta-ba100-foam-baseball-ball-bat-set-kids/_/R-p-179951?mc=8407681&c=BLACK


KIPSTA

BASEBALL GLOVE A700
12 INCH - BEIGE

BASEBALL GLOVE BA550 12,5 INCH
BLACK / RED

Wilson designed this glove for your weekly baseball 
training sessions. This product is suitable for sports 
users aged 12 years upwards.
Ref: 8534195 (left) / 8534196 (right)

For regular players of baseball, this glove is designed for beginners and intermediate players.
We develop baseball gloves that can be used immediately without the use of gloves. 
Ref: 8514083 (left) / 8514082 (right) 

£5499£5999

KIPSTA

BASEBALL GLOVE BA100
BLACK / YELLOW
This glove is designed for beginners to easily toss and 
catch baseball. Want to try baseball? Our designers 
have developed a PVC glove for you to easily discover 
this sport. Ref: 8514084 (left) / 8514085 (right)

£1799

KIPSTA

BASEBALL GLOVE BA150
BLACK / BLUE
Soft synthetic leather and extra padding helps first-
time players play with ease and confident. Pigskin 
leather on palm enhance the durability.
Ref: 8514680 (left) / 8514682 (right)

£2499

Baseball > Gloves KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/glove-ba100-left-hand/_/R-p-303405?mc=8514084&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kipsta-11-5-12-5-ba150-glove-right-hand-throw/_/R-p-303521?mc=8514680&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/a700-12-inch-left-hand-baseball-glove-beige/_/R-p-X8534195?mc=8534195
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baseball-glove-ba550-12-5-inch-left/_/R-p-303424?mc=8514083&c=BLACK


KIPSTA

KIPSTA

KIPSTA

ADULT 3/4 SLEEVE BASEBALL T-SHIRT
GREY / DARK GREY

BA550 BASEBALL BATTING GLOVES ADULT

BA 550 ADULT BASEBALL PANTS
WHITE

We created this T-shirt in a classic baseball style. The cut, design and 3/4-length sleeves offer you better flexibility and 
comfort while playing baseball. Comfortable and breathable fabric suitable for baseball practices. Ref: 8407128

The Kipsta BA550 Batting Gloves gives you high 
quality of ventilation and comfort provided by elastic 
component and foam component. Reinforced 
component provides good durability.
Ref: 8407064

Our product engineers have found a durable and 
flexible fabric for these baseball pants. The light slim 
fit offers you flexibility on the baseball field.
Ref: 8407132

£799

£1499

£2499

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR SPONSOR LOGO

ADD YOUR LOGO

Baseball > Clothing KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/ba-550-adult-3-4-sleeve-baseball-t-shirt-grey-dark-grey/_/R-p-179954?mc=8407128&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kipsta-ba550-baseball-batting-gloves-adult/_/R-p-179912?mc=8407064&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/ba-550-adult-baseball-pants/_/R-p-179956?mc=8407132&c=WHITE


KIPSTA KIPSTA

ADULT TRAINING BIB REVERSIBLE ADULT SPORTS BIB
This training bib was designed to enable coaches to pick several easy to identify 
teams. It is loose fitting, with a waisted cut, so it doesn’t hinder football player.
Ref: 8526950 / 8526946 / 8526948 / 8526949 / 8526951

This sports training bib was designed to allow coaches to divide players into 
several easily identifiable teams. Plus, it’s reversible! It has a loose-fitting open-neck 
style that doesn’t get in the way while playing. Ref: 8542229 / 8542230

£199 £499

Training Equipment > Bibs KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-bib/_/R-p-2856?mc=8526950&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/reversible-adult-sports-bib/_/R-p-306530?mc=8542229&c=YELLOW


Do you want to make your shots more accurate? Our 
design team has made this target practice banner to 
perfectly fit the SG 500 Goal in size M.
Ref: 8526886

Are you looking for a resilient football goal? We have 
made the SG 500 goal range out of steel. Size S is 
perfect for matches without goalkeepers.
Ref: 8517277

Are you looking for a resilient football goal? We developed the SG 500 football goal 
range with steel and aluminium and real top corners.
Ref: 8517297

We developed this target practice cover for improving 
your shooting accuracy and training on your own or 
with others. Ref: 8338463

Our Football designers developed this SG500 football goal in steel and aluminium. 
Fitted with real top corners, so it feels like playing football. Are you looking for a 
resilient football goal? We have made the SG 500 goal range from steel, with real 
corners so that it’s just like playing in a match. Ref: 8517299

SG 500 FOOTBALL TARGET PRACTICE BANNER 
SIZE M 1,8M X 1,20M

SG 500 FOOTBALL GOAL SIZE S SG 500 FOOTBALL GOAL SIZE M

SG 500 FOOTBALL TARGET PRACTICE BANNER 
SIZE L 3M X 2M

SG 500 FOOTBALL GOAL SIZE L

KIPSTA

KIPSTA KIPSTA

KIPSTAKIPSTA

£3499 £5499

£1299

£1799£8999

Training Equipment > Goals KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sg-500-football-goal-size-l-navy-blue-orange/_/R-p-304086?mc=8517299&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sg-500-size-5-football-goal-navy-vermilion-red/_/R-p-304058?mc=8517277&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sg-500-football-goal-size-m/_/R-p-304059?mc=8517297&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sg-500-football-target-practice-banner-size-m-1-80m-x-1-20m/_/R-p-305045?mc=8526886&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/football-target-practice-cover-for-sg-500-l-and-basic-goal-size-l-3x2m-grey/_/R-p-10382?mc=8338463&c=BLACK


KIPSTA

58 CM TRAINING RING
We created these hexagonal rings to allow you to set 
up markers on a pitch or court, enabling a variety of 
different exercises indoors or outdoors.
Ref: 8350553

£499

KIPSTA

SPEED HURDLES
To help players’ work on their physical fitness, our 
product designers created this speed hurdle that can 
be set at three different heights (15/25/30 cm).
Ref: 8280294

£699
KIPSTA

90 CM FOOTBALL TRAINING BARS
Connect them to each other or to the modular 
cones to build your drills! These bars can be 
connected to each other or to the modular cones 
to change your drills in just a few seconds.
Ref: 8496468

£899 KIPSTA

30 CM WEIGHTED TRAINING CONES
Our football designers developed these modular 
weighted cones to facilitate and enrich your 
training. Combine them with marker bars and vary 
your exercises!
Ref: 8496471

£2999

Training Equipment > Accessories KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/58-cm-training-ring/_/R-p-10449?mc=8350553&c=RED_ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/30cm-weighted-training-cones-4-pack-modular-orange/_/R-p-172043?mc=8496471
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/90-cm-football-training-bars-twin-pack-modular-orange/_/R-p-172029?mc=8496468
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/speed-hurdles-3-heights-yellow/_/R-p-7911?mc=8280294


KIPSTA

MODULAR LINE MARKER
Pair it with the modular bases to create your own 
lines. Do you like to vary your workouts? Check 
out our line marker, which allows you to mark 
your space and create infinite numbers of new 
exercises! Ref: 8527257

£2999

KIPSTA

15 CM TRAINING CONES ESSENTIAL
6 PACK
With their arrow shape, these durable, stable cones are 
an intuitive way of seeing which direction to go during 
football drills. Ref: 8496474 (yellow), 8496475 (orange)

£599 KIPSTA

30 CM TRAINING CONES ESSENTIAL
4 PACK
These durable, stable cones can be used to outline the 
play area. The arrow shape of these cones makes your 
exercises even more intuitive.
Ref: 8547467

£1299

KIPSTA

SET OF 10 FLAT TRAINING DISCS
Mark out the pitch without interfering with the game! 
These flat, durable discs help mark out an area at the 
centre of the game, both indoors and outdoors.
Ref: 8552077

£799 KIPSTA

ESSENTIAL PACK OF 40 FLAT MARKERS
With their arrow shape and bold colour, these durable 
flat markers are easier to see, making training more 
efficient. Ref: 8497806

£1499 KIPSTA

ESSENTIAL PITCH MARKER
This portable kit comes with 4 bases that must be 
weighted down, and a neon yellow elasticated band. 
Easily mark out a pitch up to 14m x 10m.
Ref: 8496617

£1799

Training Equipment > Accessories KIPSTA
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/15cm-training-cones-6-pack-essential/_/R-p-172044?mc=8496474&c=YELLOW
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/set-of-10-flat-training-discs-orange/_/R-p-307707?mc=8552077
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/modular-line-marker/_/R-p-305130?mc=8527257&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/30cm-training-cones-4-pack-essential-orange/_/R-p-306485?mc=8547467
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/essential-pack-of-40-flat-markers-4-colours-yellow-orange-grey-blue/_/R-p-196311?mc=8497806&c=RED_ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/essential-pitch-marker-yellow-and-blue/_/R-p-176791?mc=8496617&c=YELLOW


KIPSTA

ESSENTIAL 3.20M
AGILITY LADDER
Our football product designers 
created this agility ladder for footwork 
coordination exercises at home or in 
a club. Pick up the pace! Whether for 
training at home or for players at a 
club, this uniquely shaped 3.2m agility 
ladder is a must for training.
Ref: 8496478

£999

Easy to 
stabilize

Easy to 
connect

KIPSTA

MODULAR 4M AGILITY TRAINING LADDER
Our football product design teams created this modular pace ladder to allow trainers
to set up a variety of different coordination exercises. Press-studs on the ladder allow trainers
to vary the distance between rungs or even chain several ladders from our Modular range together.
Ref: 8310058

£1499

Training Equipment > Accessories KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/essential-3-20-m-football-agility-ladder-orange/_/R-p-172047?mc=8496478&c=RED_ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/modular-4-metre-agility-training-ladder/_/R-p-7909?mc=8310058


KIPSTA

WHISTLE WRIST STRAP
This whistle wrist strap lets referees keep their whistle 
close at hand.The whistle strap can be removed from 
the wristband, giving referees the option to use it or 
not. Additionally, the wristband has two layers that 
can hold the coin for the coin toss. Ref: 8556831

£599 KALENJI

ONSTART 110 STOPWATCH
Our team of passionate runners designed this timer 
for measuring your performance. Ideal for beginners.
Ref: 8548015

£999

KIPSTA

DOUBLE ACTION PUMP
This simple and compact double-action pump was 
created to allow players and trainers to inflate any 
kind of ball. Uses a “double-action” system that expels 
air both when pushing and pulling, inflating the ball 
with each movement. Ref: 8369006

£499 KIPSTA

DUAL ACTION PUMP & PRESSURE WITH HOSE
This double-action pump with a pressure gauge was 
designed to allow players and trainers to accurately 
inflate their balls to the right pressure.
Ref : 8365293

£899 KIPSTA

BALL NEEDLE ADAPTORS TRI-PACK
These needles are designed for inflating any type of 
ball using a hand pump. This set has 3 aluminium 
needles that can fit a hand pump. They are not 
designed for foot pumps. Ref: 8027171

£199

KIPSTA

PLASTIC WHISTLE
This plastic whistle helps coaches and referees 
manage play during matches and training sessions.
This simple and efficient whistle is ideal for training 
and matches. Ref: 8027254 / 8208814

£199

ONSTART 310 STOPWATCH
KALENJI

Our dedicated team of runners has designed this 
watch for you so you can time your performances and 
programme your interval training. Essential training 
functions.stopwatch, countdown and 50 split times. 
Ref: 8374969

€1999

Training Equipment > Accessories KIPSTA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/double-action-pump/_/R-p-7931?mc=8369006&c=YELLOW
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/black-plastic-whistle/_/R-p-2861?mc=8027254
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/onstart-310-stopwatch-black-orange/_/R-p-104729?mc=8374969&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/dual-action-ball-pump-pressure-gauge-with-hose/_/R-p-105527?mc=8365293
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/whistle-wrist-strap/_/R-p-311791?mc=8556831
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/ball-needle-adaptors-tri-pack/_/R-p-7929?mc=8027171
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/onstart-110-stopwatch/_/R-p-104728?mc=8548015


ARTENGO

TENNIS BALL TB120
(X72) GREEN DOT
This ball has been approved by the International 
Tennis Federation (STAGE 1).Its slower speed and 
lower bounce are suitable for intermediate children 
and also adults learning tennis. Ref: 8551712

£5999

ARTENGO

TENNIS BALLS TB530
4-BALL TUBES X18 - YELLOW
Our designers developed this ball for tennis players to 
use on hard and clay courts. 18 tubes of 4 balls.
An affordable competition ball. New packaging and 
logo, but same balls. Ref: 8525458

£6499 ARTENGO

TENNIS BALLS TB920
4-BALL TUBES X18 - YELLOW
Our designers have developed these competition balls 
for tennis players to use on hard and clay courts.
18 tubes of 4 balls. Durability and control! New 
packaging and logo, but same balls. Ref: 8525459

£7999 ARTENGO

TENNIS BALLS TB930
4-BALL TUBES X18 - YELLOW
This premium tennis ball is highly durable and 
responsive. New packaging and logo, but same balls.
Ref: 8525460

£8999

ARTENGO

TENNIS BALL TB110
(X72) ORANGE
This ball has been approved by the International 
Tennis Federation (STAGE 2). Its slower speed and 
lower bounce help your child improve when practising 
tennis. Ref: 8551693

£5999ARTENGO

TENNIS BALL TB100
(X48) RED
This ball is approved by the International Tennis 
Federation (STAGE 3). Its speed and bounce are 
suitable for your child’s first rallies on the court. 
Ref: 8551683

£3999

ARTENGO

TENNIS BALL TB160
(X72) YELLOW
Our designers, who also play tennis, have developed 
this ball for your first rallies and club training sessions. 
This comfortable, durable, pressureless ball is ideal for 
starting to play tennis and for training. Ref: 8542551

£5999

Tennis > Balls ARTENGO

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-ball-tb100-48-red/_/R-p-309051?mc=8551683
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-ball-tb120-x-72-green-dot/_/R-p-309044?mc=8551712
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/all-court-tennis-balls-tb920-4-ball-tube-x-18/_/R-p-304949?mc=8525459
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/box-of-tennis-balls-tb530-tubes-of-4-balls-x18/_/R-p-304963?mc=8525458&c=YELLOW
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-balls-tb110-x-72-orange/_/R-p-309024?mc=8551693
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-ball-tb160-72-pack-yellow/_/R-p-306606?mc=8542551
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/fast-tennis-balls-tb930-4-ball-tube-x-18/_/R-p-304980?mc=8525460&c=YELLOW


TENNIS NET
REGULATOR

ARTENGO

Our engineers have designed this band
for adjusting the height in the centre of your 
tennis nets. Ref: 8071204

£899

ARTENGO

TENNIS NET 5M
Our design teams developed this product so that coaches or recreational players can easily set up courts for 
training or playing. This net is 5 m long x 80 cm high and can be set up in under 3 minutes. It’s perfect for setting 
up a practice court for children. It’s also great for families who want to play anywhere.
Ref: 8333690

£4999

ARTENGO

ESSENTIAL TENNIS NET
Our teams developed this net so that you can easily set up courts without 
breaking the bank! This tennis net provides a minimum level of durability for 
setting up tennis courts on your property, in a club, on in your town.
Ref: 8013701

£6999 ARTENGO

COMPETITION TENNIS NET
Our engineers have designed this net for clubs that want a quality, long-lasting 
product for their courts. This tennis net can be used for competitions and has 
been approved by the International Tennis Federation (ITF).
Ref: 8013703

£9999

Tennis > Nets ARTENGO

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-net-regulator/_/R-p-3305?mc=8071204
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-net-5-metres/_/R-p-106965?mc=8333690&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/essential-tennis-net/_/R-p-3302?mc=8013701
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/competition-tennis-net/_/R-p-3303?mc=8013703


ARTENGO

COURT LINES 6-PACK
Our engineers have designed these lines for easily 
and effectively marking out zones or a court. These 
removable lines allow you to mark out zones or the 
lines of a tennis court.
Ref: 8502847

£1199 ARTENGO

ABSORBENT TENNIS OVERGRIPS 12-PACK
Created by our designers for tennis players looking for 
plenty of absorption and comfort from their overgrip.
This easy-to-fit overgrip provides excellent perspiration 
absorption. It will help you grip your tennis racket in any 
situation. Ref: 8561631 / 8561632

£1199

ARTENGO

ROLLING TENNIS BALL BASKET
Our engineers have designed this basket for carrying and distributing tennis balls during your training sessions.
The gold standard for tennis ball baskets: wheels make it easy to move on the court, it can hold up to 120 balls, 
and it separates into 2 parts: a basket and a trolley!
Ref: 962547

£5499

ARTENGO

TENNIS BALLS BUCKET
Our teams have designed this durable bucket for 
storing and carrying tennis balls efficiently during your 
training sessions. Tennis ball bucket for coaches. A 
durable, functional bucket with handle and lid.
Ref: 8342640

£999

ARTENGO

MARKING CUPS FOR TENNIS COURT
12-PACK
These cups were specifically designed to fold when 
stepped on and allow you to mark zones or lines on a 
tennis court. Ref: 8330435

£999

ARTENGO

19CM TENNIS COURT MARKING CONES 
6-PACK
Our design teams have developed these cones to help 
you mark out zones or create targets for your training 
sessions. Ref: 8330434

£999

Tennis > Accessories ARTENGO

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/court-lines-6-pack/_/R-p-3301?mc=8502847&c=YELLOW
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/absorbent-tennis-overgrips-12-pack-white/_/R-p-310968?mc=8561631
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rolling-tennis-ball-basket/_/R-p-326745?mc=962547
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-balls-bucket/_/R-p-142925?mc=8342640
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/marking-cups-for-tennis-court-12-pack/_/R-p-121747?mc=8330435&c=YELLOW
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/19-cm-tennis-court-marking-cones-6-pack/_/R-p-121746?mc=8330434


ARTENGO

BAG FOR ROLLING TENNIS BALL BASKET
This bag can hold up to 120 balls and was designed 
to fit the Artengo rolling tennis ball basket, but it can 
also be used on its own.
Ref: 8641527

£1499 ARTENGO

TENNIS BALL COLLECTOR TUBE
Our design teams have developed this product to make it fun and quick for you to pick up your balls!
With this tennis ball collector tube, collecting balls turns into a game! Can hold up to 15 tennis balls.
Ref: 8013707

£1999

ARTENGO

TENNIS BALL BASKET
The classic tennis ball basket, perfect 
for training, that can hold up to 60 
tennis balls.
Ref: 8013706

£3999

Tennis > Accessories ARTENGO
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/bag-for-rolling-tennis-ball-basket/_/R-p-327470?mc=8641527
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-ball-basket-black/_/R-p-3295?mc=8013706
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/tennis-ball-collector-tube/_/R-p-3297?mc=8013707


KUIKMA

PADEL BALLS BOX PB500 (x72)
Ideal for occasional intermediate padel players.
Ref: 8581955

£5999

KUIKMA

PADEL BALLS BOX PB560 (x24)
Ideal for intermediate padel players looking for a 
long-lasting ball. Ref: 8552118

£6499

KUIKMA

PADEL BALLS BOX PB990S (x24)
The ideal ball for advanced padel players looking for the 
best balance between speed and control. Ref: 8581956

£8499

KUIKMA

PADEL BALLS BOX PB990C (x24)
The ideal ball for advanced padel players looking for 
control and durability. Ref: 8600288

£8499

Padel > Balls KUIKMA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/padel-ball-box-pb500-72/_/R-p-324559?mc=8581955
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/padel-balls-pb-560-x-24/_/R-p-307734?mc=8552118
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/padel-ball-box-pb-990s-x24/_/R-p-324573?mc=8581956
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/padel-ball-box-pb-990c-x24/_/R-p-327341?mc=8600288


KUIKMA

ADULT PADEL RACKET PR560
Designed for intermediate padel players. Ideal for advanced padel players wanting a 
racket that combines control and power. Ref: 8560200 / 8487609

KUIKMA

ADULT PADEL RACKET PR500
Designed for intermediate padel players. Ideal for advanced padel players
wanting a racket that gives them control. Ref: 8573024 / 8573025

£3499

£5999

KUIKMA

PADEL OVERGRIP 
28-PACK
Padel players who go through a lot of 
overgrips and need comfort and grip. This 
easy-to-apply overgrip will provide comfort 
and grip. Ref: 8405532

£1999

Padel > Rackets KUIKMA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-padel-racket-pr-560/_/R-p-300383?mc=8560200&c=ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/padel-overgrip-28-pack-multi/_/R-p-300926?mc=8405532
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-padel-racket-pr-500/_/R-p-312355?mc=8573024&c=YELLOW


PERFLY

Intermediate badminton players who looking for durable feather with comfort
at impact ! Ref: 8490801

FEATHER SHUTTLECOCK FSC560 SPEED 77 (x12)
£1199

PERFLY

Advanced players who look for shuttlecock for competition! It gives you good 
control on trajectory! Ref: 8540036 (s77) / 8540037 (s78)

FEATHER SHUTTLECOCK FSC960 SPEED 77 (x12)
£1999

PERFLY

This shuttlecock is ideal for competitions and high-performance training.  
Ref: 8490816 (s77) / 8490817 (s78)

FEATHER SHUTTLECOCK FSC930 SPEED 77 (x12)
£1499

PERFLY

This top-of-the-range shuttlecock is ideal for competitions. It gives you comfy and 
controlled impacts. Ref: 8490818 (s77) / 8490820 (s78)

FEATHER SHUTTLECOCK FSC990 SPEED 77 (x12)
£2499

Badminton > Shuttlecocks PERFLY

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/feather-shuttleccock-fsc-560-speed-77-x-12/_/R-p-300316?mc=8490801&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/feather-shuttlecock-fsc-960-speed-77-x-12/_/R-p-309497?mc=8540036
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/feather-shuttlecock-fsc-930-speed-77-x-12/_/R-p-300341?mc=8490816&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/badminton-shuttlecocks-speed-77-ffbad-approved-bsc950-12-pack/_/R-p-3114?mc=8490818


Learning badminton at a club or school. The badminton net for a club that is easy to set up. Ref: 8551874
BADMINTON NET & POST WITH OFFICIAL DIMENSION 6.10M

PERFLY

The plastic skirt provides stable trajectories.  
Ref: 8543906 / 8501298

PLASTIC SHUTTLECOCK PSC900 MEDIUM X6

PERFLY
PERFLY

Official shuttle of the Badminton World Federation. 
For intense, sustained play. Ref: 8579716

BADMINTON OUTDOOR AIRSHUTTLE PSC930 
SET OF 3PLASTIC SHUTTLECOCK MAVIS300 6-PACK

Designed for beginner club players. Durable, 
comfortable and visible. Ref: 8156944 / 3309865

£5999

£799

£999£999

PERFLY

These markers are perfect for marking out a full 
badminton court. Ref: 8373439

BADMINTON COURT MARKER YELLOW
£499

This high-end net is perfect for badminton clubs. It is quick and easy to set up, and very resistant !
Ref: 8490775

BADMINTON COMPETITION NET

PERFLY£1999

Badminton > Shuttlecocks ans nets PERFLY

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022 
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/badminton-net-and-polls-6-10-m/_/R-p-113308?mc=8551874
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/badminton-competition-net-black/_/R-p-300326?mc=8490775
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/plastic-shuttlecock-psc-900-x-6-medium/_/R-p-301357?mc=8543906&c=YELLOW
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/badminton-plastic-shuttlecocks-mavis-300-6-pack-yellow/_/R-p-X8156944?mc=8156944
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/air-badminton-outdoor-shuttlecock-psc-930-airshuttle-v2-tri-pack/_/R-p-324092?mc=8579716&c=PINK_RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/badminton-court-markers/_/R-p-7209?mc=8373439


BADMINTON STORAGE BAG
BL 180 CLUB

PERFLY

Badminton coach who needs to carry 20 rack-
ets in the bag for transporting it from place to 
place. Ref: 8549746

£2499

PERFLYPERFLY

ADULT BADMINTON RACKET BR 500ADULT BADMINTON RACKET BR 190
This racket is ideal for players looking to improve and provides a great balance of 
accuracy and handling. Ref: 8513986

The racket offers a big sweet spot and decreases your errors when it is off-
center, the soft shaft generates power for the beginner player who has slow wrist 
movement. Ref: 8579607

Badminton > Adults’ rackets PERFLY

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

£1499 £1999

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/br800-adult-badminton-racket/_/R-p-7259?mc=8513986&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/badminton-storage-bag-bl-190-club-navy-red/_/R-p-308309?mc=8549746&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-badminton-racket-br-190-silver-carbon/_/R-p-324080?mc=8579607


PERFLY

JUNIOR BADMINTON RACKET BR160 EASY GRIP
Educational grip concept allows your child to easily 
learn badminton. Ref: 8548365

£1199

PERFLY

JUNIOR BADMINTON RACKET BR500 
Flexible badminton racket offers your child ease of 
handling and greater hitting power. Ref: 8490826

£1999

PERFLY

KID BADMINTON RACKET BR160 EASY GRIP
Its solidity and ease of use make the practice of 
badminton very pleasant for children! Ref: 8548359

£999

Badminton > Kids’ rackets PERFLY

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kid-badminton-racket-br-160-easy-grip/_/R-p-306216?mc=8548359&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/junior-badminton-racket-br-160-easy-grip-blue/_/R-p-306234?mc=8548365
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/br800-100-graphite-junior-badminton-racket/_/R-p-11205?mc=8490826&c=BLACK


OPFEEL

SQUASH BALL SB190 TWIN-PACK
perfect for beginner squash players starting out or 
wanting to progress at their own pace. Ref: 8572484

£399

OPFEEL

SB 160 BEGINNER SQUASH BALL TWIN-PACK
Perfect for making the switch to adult balls while 
continuing to improve. Ref: 8511395

£349

OPFEEL

SB 130 BEGINNER SQUASH BALL TWIN-PACK
This ball is perfect for young players from 6 to 10 or 
beginner adults. Ref: 8511394

£399

OPFEEL

SB 100 BEGINNER SQUASH BALL TWIN-PACK
This ball is perfect for young players from 6 to 10 or 
beginner adults. Ref: 8511393

£499OPFEEL

SQUASH BALL SB560 TWIN-PACK
Its medium bounce and speed are perfect for 
intermediate players wanting to improve. Ref: 8503655

£399 OPFEEL

SQUASH BALL SB590 TWIN-PACK
Medium bounce, perfect to improve. This ball is also 
often used for training in cool weather. Ref: 8572484

£399

OPFEEL

SQUASH BALL SB930 TWIN-PACK
This ball has a low bounce and slow speed, making it 
perfect for advanced players when training. Ref: 8503656

£399 OPFEEL

SQUASH BALL SB990 TWIN-PACK
A competition ball approved by the WSF. This ball can 
be used in tournaments. Ref: 8572487

£499

Squash  > Balls OPFEEL

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb-130-beginner-squash-ball-twin-pack-orange/_/R-p-302970?mc=8511394
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb-160-beginner-squash-ball-green/_/R-p-302971?mc=8511395
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb-710-red-dot-squash-ball-2-pack/_/R-p-3482?mc=8503655
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb-900-point-two-pack/_/R-p-3483?mc=8503656
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb-100-beginner-squash-ball-twin-pack-red/_/R-p-302952?mc=8511393
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb-190-squash-ball-twin-pack-blue-dot/_/R-p-312154?mc=8572484
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb-190-squash-ball-twin-pack-blue-dot/_/R-p-312154?mc=8572484
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/sb-990-double-yellow-dot-squash-ball-twin-pack/_/R-p-312192?mc=8572487


OPFEEL OPFEEL

SQUASH RACKET SR160 SQUASH RACKET SR560
designed for squash players looking for a racket that is sturdy and powerful so that 
they can progress very quickly in clubs. Ref: 8558334

This powerful racket is perfect for beginner players that want to quickly improve in 
clubs. Ref: 8558335

£2499 £3499

Squash > Rackets OPFEEL

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rental-squash-racket-for-clubs-sr-160/_/R-p-311812?mc=8558334&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rental-squash-racket-for-clubs-sr-560/_/R-p-311823?mc=8558335&c=BLACK


DOMYOS

KIDS’ BASIC COTTON SHORTS
Basic, soft, pure cotton shorts. Ideal for sport and 
more! Ref : 8609595

£299

KIDS’ REGULAR SHORTS
The cotton shorts ensure optimal comfort during 
sport. Ref : 8599134

£1299DOMYOS

KIDS’ BREATHABLE COTTON GYM SHORTS
Practical with its zippered pockets that keep all your 
belongings secure. Ref : 962271

£799DOMYOS

KIDS’ COTTON GYM SHORTS 500 
These breathable shorts are designed for doing 
activities where your child is sweating. Ref : 8516256

£499

KIDS’ REGULAR T-SHIRT - RED
The cotton T-shirt ensures optimal comfort during 
sport. Ref : 8599132

£799

KIDS’ T-SHIRT LINEAR
This T-shirt is comfy and soft in any situation.  
Ref : 8625125

£1299

DOMYOS

KIDS’ BASIC T-SHIRT
A soft, basic, pure cotton T-shirt. Ideal for sport and more! Our most basic and comfortable T-shirt Simple slim fit, 
100% cotton Guaranteed to not lose its shape or fade Soft neckline for easy dressing. Ref : 8516223

£299

PERSONALISATION OPTIONS AVAILABL
E

ADD YOUR LOGO
       OR YOUR NAME

Gymnastic > Kids’ clothing DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-basic-cotton-shorts-navy/_/R-p-303734?mc=8609595&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-regular-t-shirt-red/_/R-p-X8599132?mc=8599132
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-basic-t-shirt/_/R-p-303728?mc=8516223&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-breathable-cotton-shorts/_/R-p-326721?mc=962271&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-breathable-cotton-gym-shorts-500/_/R-p-303743?mc=8516256&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-t-shirt-linear-black/_/R-p-X8625125?mc=8625125&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-regular-shorts-black/_/R-p-X8599134?mc=8599134&c=BLACK


KIDS’ SHORT-SLEEVED
 GYM T-SHIRT 100

DOMYOS

A basic print T-shirt in soft 100% cotton. 
Perfect for sports and everything else!

Ref : 8578584 / 960892 / 963360  

£399

Gymnastic > Kids’ clothing DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/100-boys-short-sleeved-gym-t-shirt-print/_/R-p-303741?mc=8578584&c=RED


DOMYOS

KIDS’ SYNTHETIC SHORTS S500
Light, breathable, stretchy shorts for intense exercise. 
Ref : 963425

£499 DOMYOS

KIDS’ BREATHABLE TECHNICAL SHORTS
Practical with zippered pockets that keep all of your 
belongings secure. Ref : 8578120

£999DOMYOS

KIDS’ LIGHTWEIGHT DURABLE SHORTS
Breathable, lightweight and durable shorts for 
intensive workouts. Ref : 8587572

£799

DOMYOS

KIDS’ BREATHABLE COTTON T-SHIRT 
Fabric that combines the benefits of both cotton and polyester: 
softness and perspiration wicking. Plain colours. Ref : 8543806

£599

Gymnastic > Kids’ clothing DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-breathable-cotton-short-sleeved-gym-t-shirt-500/_/R-p-307260?mc=8543806&c=BEIGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/s500-boys-gym-breathable-synthetic-shorts/_/R-p-303746?mc=963425&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-breathable-gym-shorts-w900/_/R-p-303749?mc=8587572&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-breathable-technical-shorts-with-pockets-black/_/R-p-323568?mc=8578120&c=BLACK


A warm, breathable and stretchy hoodie.  
Ref: 8600754 / 8600753

KIDS’ HOODIE WITH ZIPPERED POCKETS

DOMYOS£1299

A warm, soft hoodie that’s incredibly comfortable 
thanks to its fleecy fabric. Ref: 963680 / 963689

KIDS’ GYM HOODIE 

DOMYOS£799 DOMYOS

KIDS’ ULTRA-COMPACT BREATHABLE JACKET
A very lightweight zip-up jacket in soft, windproof 
fabric. Ref : 962289

£999DOMYOS

KIDS’ BASIC LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRT
A soft, basic, pure cotton, long-sleeved T-shirt. Ideal 
for sport and more! Ref : 8516240

£299

DOMYOS

BOYS’ GYM HALF-ZIP HOODIE S500
Synthetic fabric to keep you warm while doing sport. 
Ref: 8578540 / 8603027

€00

£999 -20%

£799
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-basic-long-sleeved-t-shirt/_/R-p-303732?mc=8516240&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-gym-warm-breathable-synthetic-half-zip-hoodie-s500/_/R-p-323631?mc=8578540&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-gym-warm-hoodie-100-red-print-on-sleeves/_/R-p-303896?mc=963680&c=BLUE_GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-ultra-lightweight-compact-breathable-jacket-black-print/_/R-p-326722?mc=962289&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-hooded-sweatshirt-with-zip-pockets/_/R-p-327540?mc=8600754&c=BLACK


KIDS’ WARM BREATHABLE TRACKSUIT S500
€00 DOMYOS

Hooded sweatshirt + bottoms set.  
Ref: 8640183 / 8640185

£1499

€00 DOMYOS

KIDS’ BREATHABLE LOOSE-FIT BOTTOMS 
Basic, breathable and loose-fit jogging bottoms. 
Ref: 8516392

£499

New style to keep you warm while doing sport.  
Ref: 8612547 / 8612544

KIDS’ JOGGING BOTTOMS WITH POCKETS

DOMYOS£999

DOMYOS

KIDS’ LIGHTWEIGHT DURABLE BOTTOMS
Breathable and durable to withstand even the most 
intense workouts. Ref : 8578129

£999

Mid-season jogging bottoms with practical pockets 
and a comfy loose fit. Ref: 8578461

KIDS’ JOGGING BOTTOMS WITH POCKETS

DOMYOS£699 DOMYOS

SLIM-FIT COTTON JOGGING BOTTOMS
Light, breathable, slim-fit jogging bottoms with 
reinforced knees. Ref : 967331

£799

Gymnastic > Kids’ clothing DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-warm-breathable-tracksuit-s500/_/R-p-331392?mc=8640183&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-breathable-loose-fit-jogging-bottoms-gym-y-black/_/R-p-303922?mc=8516392&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-jogging-bottoms-with-zippered-pockets/_/R-p-330032?mc=8612547&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-lightweight-durable-bottoms/_/R-p-310515?mc=8578129&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-light-slim-fit-cotton-jogging-bottoms/_/R-p-326930?mc=967331&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-jogging-bottoms-with-pockets/_/R-p-323596?mc=8578461&c=BROWN_BEIGE


DOMYOS

This tracksuit was designed for staying warm before, 
during and after gym activities. Ref: 8578490

BOYS’ WARM GYM TRACKSUIT 100
€00£799

A zip-up jacket with a mid-high collar. Straight-cut 
bottoms, no elastic at the hem. Ref: 8601200

KIDS’ BREATHABLE TRACKSUIT GYM’Y

DOMYOS€00£599

The perfect breathable, comfy tracksuit for sports, with 
a zip-up jacket and jogging bottoms. Ref: 8518000

S500 BOYS’ WARM BREATHABLE TRACKSUIT
€00 DOMYOS

£499 -20%

£399

DOMYOS

KIDS’ BASIC JOGGING BOTTOMS 
The basic jogging bottoms that everyone needs!  
Ref: 8578483 / 8578487 / 8578488

£799
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/100-warmy-boys-warm-zip-up-gym-tracksuit-blue-navy/_/R-p-306400?mc=8578490&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-basic-jogging-bottoms-with-pockets/_/R-p-323629?mc=8578483&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/s500-gym-y-boys-warm-breathable-synthetic-gym-tracksuit/_/R-p-303923?mc=8518000&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/s500-gym-y-boys-warm-breathable-synthetic-gym-tracksuit/_/R-p-303923?mc=8601200&c=BLACK


DOMYOS

DOMYOSDOMYOS

RHYTHM 300 KIDS’ GYM SHOES WHITE

RHYTHM 300 KIDS’ GYM SHOES BLACKKIDS’ SKIPPING ROPE

Durable gym shoes that are machine washable at 
40°C. Ref : 1381914 (exist in adult sizes)

Our product designers created these shoes for kids’ 
gym activities. Ref : 1381922 (exist in adult sizes)

A timeless toy for outdoor fun! This skipping rope is perfect for burning off excess 
energy and developing motor skills while having a great time. Ref : 8192083

DOMYOS

RHYTHM 300 KID’S GYM SHOES PINK
Our product designers created these shoes for kids’ 
gym activities. Ref : 8185826

£299

£399

£399

DOMYOS

KIDS’ SKIPPING ROPE
Our team designed this skipping rope for kids to play 
with at home and with friends. Ref : 8353198

£149

DOMYOS

KIDS’ SKIPPING ROPE
Slip this skipping rope into your kids’ backpacks for 
fast fun during mid-day breaks. 
Ref : 8381641

£299

£199

KIDS’ CAP - BLUE
This cap was designed to protect you from the sun 
during all your outdoor activities. Ref : 8625685

£999 DOMYOS

BOYS’ GYM CAP W100
A simple, adjustable cap that fits all head sizes. 
Ref : 8517974

£399

Gymnastic > Accessories DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-skipping-rope/_/R-p-150337?mc=8353198
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-skipping-rope/_/R-p-156233?mc=8381641
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-skipping-rope/_/R-p-15840?mc=8192083&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-cap-blue/_/R-p-X8625685?mc=8625685&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-gym-cap-w100-print/_/R-p-303736?mc=8517974&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythm-300-kids-school-gym-shoes/_/R-p-8240?mc=8185826&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythm-300-kids-school-gym-shoes/_/R-p-8240?mc=1381914&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythm-300-kids-school-gym-shoes/_/R-p-8240?mc=1381922&c=BLACK


A must-have basic print T-shirt for simple style. The simplest, most comfortable T-shirt.
Fitted cut. The stretchy neckline makes it easy to put on. Ref: 962577

KIDS’ BASIC T-SHIRT

DOMYOS£299

A must-have basic long-sleeved T-shirt that’s soft and 
comfy. Ref: 8516617

GIRLS’ BASIC LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRT 

DOMYOS€00£299

A stretchy, breathable, synthetic T-shirt that moves 
with you. Ref: 8601021

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE SYNTHETIC T-SHIRT

DOMYOS£799 DOMYOS

GIRLS’ TECHNICAL BREATHABLE T-SHIRT
A technical, stylish t-shirt designed for your most 
intense workouts. Ref: 8578439

£899

DOMYOS

Lorem con explignis a si nustorrum quiaes voluptatio 
conseni hilisci aspient exerumquam. Ref: 8578180

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE T-SHIRT - CORAL/PRINT
£599

DOMYOS

The go-to soft, simple, effective, basic cotton T-shirt. 
Ref: 8517097

KIDS’ BASIC COTTON T-SHIRT
£199

Starting at

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ 2-IN-1 BREATHABLE T-SHIRT
A clever, stylish 2-in-1 T-shirt that won’t budge, even 
when you’re upside down. Ref: 964906 / 8578342

£799

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ 2-IN-1 SHORTS 2
Clever, stylish 2-in-1 shorts that are light and stay in 
place. Ref : 964875

£799

GIRLS’ T-SHIRT LINEAR
Designed for girls aged 6 to 16 doing sport indoors 
and outdoors. Ref : 8625157

£999
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/100-girls-short-sleeved-gym-t-shirt-print/_/R-p-303627?mc=8517097&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-short-sleeved-gym-t-shirt-500-print/_/R-p-307255?mc=8578180&c=PINK_RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/500-girls-breathable-cotton-short-sleeved-gym-t-shirt/_/R-p-300879?mc=964906&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/w900-girls-breathable-gym-shorts-print/_/R-p-303656?mc=964875&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-gym-t-shirt-s580-neon-pink-black-back/_/R-p-307258?mc=8578439&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-t-shirt-linear-white/_/R-p-X8625157?mc=8625157&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-synthetic-t-shirt-navy-print/_/R-p-326920?mc=8601021&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-basic-long-sleeved-t-shirt-white/_/R-p-303661?mc=8516617&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/100-girls-short-sleeved-gym-t-shirt-print/_/R-p-303660?mc=962577&c=GREY


A lightweight jacket for kids who love sports.  
Ref: 8578429 / 964640

GIRLS’ LIGHTWEIGHT ZIP-UP JACKET

DOMYOS€00£999

DOMYOS

Ref: 8578717 / 8604719 / 8578714
KIDS’ ZIP-UP HOODIE 
£999

A zippered hoodie that is warm, breathable and 
stretchy all at once. Ref: 8517034

KIDS’ ZIP-UP HOODED SWEATSHIRT

DOMYOS£1499

These leggings are super soft and warm.  
Ref: 8517058

GIRLS’ WARM BREATHABLE LEGGINGS

DOMYOS€00£599

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ WARM LEGGINGS
Ref: 8578711 / 8578709

£999

€00

Super soft for doing sport even when it’s cool outside. 
Ref: 962539 / 8604720 / 8645305

KIDS’ WARM BREATHABLE BOTTOMS 

DOMYOS£999

DOMYOS

KIDS’ LEGGINGS 
Breathable leggings that can also be worn under wide 
shorts for a sportswear style. Ref : 8516283

£699

Simple, effective mid-season jogging bottoms with 
pockets and a wide-fit cut. Ref: 8602013

KIDS’ JOGGING BOTTOMS WITH POCKETS

DOMYOS£699

Sportswear style with their wide-fit cut and pockets. 
Ref: 8517040 / 8517039

KIDS’ BASIC JOGGING BOTTOMS 

DOMYOS£699

DOMYOS€00

Ref: 8612503 / 8612504
KIDS’ BASIC JOGGING BOTTOMS
£1299

Gymnastic > Girls’ clothing DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/s500-girls-warm-breathable-synthetic-gym-jacket-pink-grey-shoulders/_/R-p-305056?mc=8578717&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-warm-breathable-synthetic-gym-leggings-s500-plain-coral/_/R-p-311074?mc=8578711&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-basic-jogging-bottoms-with-pockets/_/R-p-303933?mc=8517040&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-jogging-bottoms-with-pockets-navy/_/R-p-327859?mc=8602013&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-warm-breathable-leggings/_/R-p-303854?mc=8517058&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-leggings-black/_/R-p-303761?mc=8516283&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-zip-up-hooded-sweatshirt/_/R-p-303919?mc=8517034&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-light-breathable-gym-jacket-w500-print/_/R-p-307246?mc=8578429&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-warm-breathable-bottoms-mottled/_/R-p-306435?mc=962539&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-basic-jogging-bottoms-with-zip-pockets/_/R-p-330003?mc=8612503&c=GREY


DOMYOS€00
GIRLS’ ULTRA-LIGHT COMPACT JACKET
This ultra-light zip-up jacket is ideal for both everyday 
activities and exercise. Ref: 961701 / 961707

£999

This tracksuit is composed of a zip-up jacket with a 
high neck. Ref: 8578720

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ GYM WARM TRACKSUIT GYM’Y S500
€00£499DOMYOS

For staying warm before, during and after low-intensity 
gym activities. Ref: 8547008

GIRLS’ ZIP-UP GYM TRACKSUIT WARMY 100
€00

£699 -28%

£499

A must-have product for both young and teen athletes 
to wear all day long. Ref: 8578728 / 8578725

KIDS’ TRACKSUIT S500

DOMYOS€00£1499

New style to keep you warm while doing sport. 
Ref: 966754 / 966758

KIDS’ HOODIE WITH ZIPPERED POCKETS 

DOMYOS

A mid-season, very soft, basic sweatshirt with a crew 
neck. Ref: 8602248

KIDS’ CREW NECK SWEATSHIRT

DOMYOS

This warm sweatshirt has a hood and a large pocket 
on its front. Ref: 8601036 / 8601035

KIDS’ HOODIE

DOMYOS£1499 £499 £799

DOMYOS

Plain zippered sweatshirt with pockets and slightly 
raised collar. Ref: 8660129 / 964987

KIDS’ ZIPPERED HOODLESS SWEATSHIRT
£699
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-hoodie-with-zippered-pockets/_/R-p-326879?mc=966754&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-zippered-hoodless-sweatshirt/_/R-p-312285?mc=8660129&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-warm-zip-up-gym-tracksuit-warmy-100-light-pink-grey/_/R-p-306401?mc=8547008&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-crew-neck-sweatshirt/_/R-p-328030?mc=8602248&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-ultra-light-compact-breathable-jacket/_/R-p-326706?mc=961701&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/s500-gym-y-girls-warm-breathable-synthetic-gym-tracksuit/_/R-p-303891?mc=8578720&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-tracksuit-s500/_/R-p-304139?mc=8578728&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-warm-fleece-gym-hoodie-100-plain/_/R-p-303874?mc=8601036&c=GREY


DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BASIC SPORTS BRA
The must-have basic, comfortable, soft sports bra 
with an athletic design. Ref : 8516637

£399

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE PADDED SPORTS BRA
A padded sports bra with a thin layer of foam at the 
front for more privacy. Ref : 8585846

£499

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ CROPPED GYM BOTTOMS S500 
Opaque, breathable, synthetic cropped leggings that 
move with you. Ref : 8578394

£799

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BASIC LEGGINGS 
The must-have basic leggings for sports and for 
everyday life. Ref : 8561783

£299

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ SEAMLESS LEGGINGS
These seamless, knitted leggings are designed for 
your most intense activities. Ref : 8578447

£999 DOMYOS

GIRLS’ SHORTS WITH LEGGINGS
Leggings with built-in shorts to cover you over 
without being too bulky. Ref : 8581790

£999 -40%

£599

DOMYOS€00

Basic warm, light leggings that are perfect for 
mid-season. Simple, effective style. Ref: 8516951

KIDS’ WARM LEGGINGS
£399

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE
SPORTS BRA
Its racer back and synthetic 
fabric are great at wicking away 
perspiration. Ref : 8516836

£399
Starting at

Gymnastic > Girls’ clothing DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-basic-sports-bra/_/R-p-303647?mc=8516637&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-padded-sports-bra-black/_/R-p-308177?mc=8585846&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-shorts-with-leggings-navy-green-print/_/R-p-324478?mc=8581790&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-warm-leggings/_/R-p-303851?mc=8516951&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-technical-gym-leggings-s580-navy-blue-neon-pink-hem/_/R-p-307290?mc=8578447&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-basic-leggings/_/R-p-303646?mc=8561783&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/s500-girls-breathable-synthetic-gym-cropped-bottoms/_/R-p-303672?mc=8578394&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/s900-girls-gym-breathable-sports-bra-aop/_/R-p-303680?mc=8516836&c=BLACK


DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE SPORTS BRA
An opaque sports bra that pairs comfort with an 
athletic style. Ref : 964849

£599 DOMYOS

GIRLS’ SEAMLESS SPORTS BRA 
This seamless, knitted bra is designed to follow you 
during your most intense sessions. Ref : 961783

£899

GIRL’S GYM CROP TOP
A light, breathable, and trendy tank top with the 
unique “leopard” pattern! Ref : 8625162

£1299

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE SYNTHETIC LEGGINGS
Breathable synthetic leggings that move with you.
Ref : 8586608

£899

GIRLS’ LEGGINGS 3 STRIPES
These leggings are made from a super-soft, stretchy 
knit. Ref : 8625159

£2499

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE SYNTHETIC LEGGINGS
These leggings are made from a stretchy synthetic 
fabric. Ref : 8555052

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE LEGGINGS
Their comfy elasticated waistband leaves you free to 
move around! Ref : 964606

£799 £799
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/s900-girls-gym-breathable-sports-bra-aop/_/R-p-303680?mc=964849&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-seamless-sports-bra/_/R-p-326740?mc=961783&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girl-s-gym-crop-top-pink-blue-leopard-pattern/_/R-p-X8625162?mc=8625162&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-synthetic-gym-leggings-s500-print/_/R-p-311508?mc=8555052&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-cotton-gym-leggings-500-print/_/R-p-303671?mc=964606&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-synthetic-gym-leggings-s500-print/_/R-p-311508?mc=8586608&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-leggings-3-stripes-mottled-grey-pink/_/R-p-X8625159?mc=8625159&c=GREY


DOMYOS

GIRLS’ TECHNICAL BREATHABLE TANK TOP
A technical, stylish tank top designed for your most 
intense workouts. Ref : 8578445

£899

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE SYNTHETIC TANK TOP
This athletic, feminine tank top has a loose fit and 
light, breathable fabric. Ref : 967070

£599
DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE TANK TOP 
An incredibly soft, smooth tank top for all girls who 
love sport. Ref : 8578160

£499

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE SYNTHETIC TANK TOP
Stretchy, breathable, synthetic tank top that moves 
with you. Ref : 8660138

£599 -33%

£399

GIRLS’ TANK TOP
Designed for girls aged 6 to 16 doing sport indoors 
and outdoors. Ref : 8625160

£999

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE
TANK TOP

DOMYOS

An incredibly soft, smooth tank top for all 
girls who love sport. Ref : 964588

£399

Gymnastic > Girls’ clothing DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-gym-tank-top-500-print/_/R-p-310759?mc=964588&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-gym-tank-top-500-print/_/R-p-310759?mc=8578160&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-gym-tank-top-s580-purple-neon-straps/_/R-p-307283?mc=8578445&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-synthetic-tank-top-green-coral-print/_/R-p-326869?mc=967070&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-tank-top-pink-blue-leopard-pattern/_/R-p-X8625160?mc=8625160&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-synthetic-tank-top-green-coral-print/_/R-p-326869?mc=8660138&c=BLUE


DOMYOS

GIRLS’ SYNTHETIC BREATHABLE SHORTS
Light, breathable fabric, an elasticated waistband, a 
straight cut. . and a mid-thigh length so they don’t get 
in your way during exercise. Ref : 964723

£399

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BASIC SHORTS 
The must-have basic, soft, super-comfy shorts for 
sports and for everyday life. Ref : 8517105

£299

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ SEAMLESS SHORTS 
Shorts designed for your most intense activities. 
Ref : 964535

£899

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BREATHABLE SHORTS
Soft shorts that follow kids’ movements. 
Ref : 964823

£399

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ GYM CAP W100
This cap is designed for doing activities where your 
child doesn’t work up a sweat. Ref : 8518470

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ HEADBANDS TWIN-PACK
This pack of two headbands is designed to keep your 
hair out of the way when doing sports. Ref : 964830

£299 £399

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BASIC CROPPED BOTTOMS
The go-to soft, stretchy, basic cropped leggings for 
maximum comfort. Ref : 8601002

£299DOMYOS

BREATHABLE COTTON CROPPED LEGGINGS
Light, soft, breathable cropped leggings for kids to 
wear during sports lessons. Ref : 966999

£599

Gymnastic > Girls’ clothing DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-synthetic-shorts/_/R-p-303654?mc=964723&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-gym-headband-s900-twin-pack-neon-pink-and/_/R-p-310276?mc=964830&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-cotton-cropped-leggings-black-fade/_/R-p-326868?mc=966999&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-basic-shorts/_/R-p-303645?mc=8517105&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-seamless-shorts/_/R-p-310443?mc=964535&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-gym-cap/_/R-p-13807?mc=8518470&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-basic-cropped-leggings-black-print/_/R-p-303666?mc=8601002&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-breathable-cotton-gym-shorts-500-grey-print/_/R-p-300873?mc=964823&c=GREY


DOMYOS

KIDS’ GYM HOPPER BALL RESIST 45 CM
Our product designers created this ball for education-
al gym activities. Perfect for burning off energy while 
having fun! Also helps children develop balancing 
skills! Ref : 8363516 / 8363519

£599 DOMYOS

KIDS’ GYM HOPPER BALL RESIST 45 CM
Our product designers created this ball for kids’ gym 
activities. Anti-burst material for added safety. Perfect 
for burning off energy while having fun!
Helps children develop their balance!
Ref : 8363520 / 8363521

£699 DOMYOS

SPACE HOPPER HAND PUMP
Our baby gym product designers created this hand 
pump to inflate your space hopper twice as fast!
Ref : 8353196

£199

DOMYOS

KIDS’ BABY GYM LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE T-SHIRT
Freedom of movement is a big part of your child’s early learning. Choose this T-shirt to support your budding 
champion as they develop! This technical T-shirt has all the features you need to get around a baby gym course: 
breathability, stretchiness and a low weight. The perfect partner in crime for psychomotor development.
Ref : 8556525

£499

DOMYOS

KIDS’ WARM BABY GYM LEGGINGS
Keeps your child warm without hampering their 
movements. The ideal style for running around and 
doing baby gym. Ref : 8572433

£599

Gymnastic > Baby gym DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-lightweight-breathable-t-shirt/_/R-p-310707?mc=8556519&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-warm-leggings/_/R-p-312191?mc=8572433&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/space-hopper-hand-pump/_/R-p-150336?mc=8353196
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/resist-60-cm-kids-gym-space-hopper/_/R-p-152233?mc=8363520&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-gym-hopper-ball-resist-45-cm/_/R-p-152232?mc=8363516&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE


DOMYOS

KIDS’ BABY GYM BASIC LEGGINGS 
These leggings are as soft as a cuddly toy! Their light, 
stretchy fabric gives your child the freedom they need 
to play. And with their Decatoon friends, they can let 
their imagination run wild.
Ref : 8556388 / 8556390

£499

DOMYOS

KIDS’ BABY GYM SWEATSHIRT DECATOONS
The Decat’oons are all over this comfy, stylish sweatshirt! Your little one is in good company as they explore the 
world around them. Have you been looking for a super-soft sweatshirt? We understand that parents want what’s 
most natural for their kids, which is why we made this sweatshirt for all their landmark discoveries!
Ref : 8556499 / 8602842 / 8602843 / 8602838 / 8602839

£599

DOMYOS

KIDS’ BABY GYM LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRT
The ideal companion for little ones, with natural fabric that feels like a gentle hug.
All that remains is to focus on exploring the world of sport with their favourite Decatoons!
Ref : 8556495

£299

Gymnastic > Baby gym DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-basic-leggings-pink-print/_/R-p-310228?mc=8556388&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-long-sleeved-t-shirt/_/R-p-310720?mc=8556495&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-sweatshirt-decatoons-print/_/R-p-310687?mc=8556499&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE


DOMYOS

FOAM BALL
Our Baby Gym product designers created this foam ball to help children develop their psychomotor skills and 
become more autonomous. A light foam ball that’s easy to handle for learning without getting hurt.
Ref : 8501324 / 8501323 / 8501325

£399

DOMYOS

KIDS’ BASIC BABY GYM TRACKSUIT 
One of our first two Decathlon baby gym tracksuits to 
break the status quo with minimal waste design.
A first modest step towards more responsible design. 
Ref : 8572461

£599

KIDS’ WARM REGULAR-CUT
BABY GYM TRACKSUIT

DOMYOS

This clever and responsibly designed 
Tracksuit 120 is warm and comfortable, 
with a regular cut and bottoms that stay 
in place at the ankles and waist.
Ref: 8603182 / 8572444

£799

DOMYOS

BABY GYM DECATOONS FABRIC PATCHES
What could be better than a patch to hide a little snag 
or to personalise your clothing?! Here are 3 little glue-
on monsters to keep your child company.
Ref : 8572542

£299

Gymnastic > Baby gym DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-basic-baby-gym-tracksuit/_/R-p-312129?mc=8572461&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-warm-regular-cut-baby-gym-tracksuit/_/R-p-312128?mc=8603182&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baby-gym-decatoons-fabric-patches/_/R-p-312118?mc=8572542
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/foam-ball/_/R-p-301132?mc=8501324&c=BLUE


DOMYOS

BABY GYM BASIC REGULAR-FIT BOTTOMS 
Kids aren’t exactly known for holding back! That’s why 
these basic bottoms have been designed with great 
support and soft fabrics, leaving your little one free to 
scamper around! Ref : 8556400 / 8556399

£399

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ AND BOYS’ BABY GYM JACKET 500 
Does your child want to get dressed on their own? Is the morning rush stopping them?
We’ve thought of you by designing a jacket with an easy zip to help your child be more autonomous.
Ref : 8556531 / 8556529 / 8572838

£999

DOMYOS

BABY GYM BREATHABLE SLIM-FIT BOTTOMS
These bottoms are soft, comfortable, breathable and 
durable, plus they have ankle and waist support to 
meet the needs of both kids and parents!
Ref : 8556421 / 8556422

£999DOMYOS

BABY GYM BREATHABLE SLIM-FIT BOTTOMS
These bottoms are soft, comfortable, breathable and 
durable, plus they have ankle and waist support to 
meet the needs of both kids and parents!
Ref : 8572421 / 8572420

£999

DOMYOS

KIDS’ BABY GYM WARM JACKET
Does your child want to get dressed on their own? Is 
the morning rush stopping them? We’ve thought of 
you by designing a warm jacket with an easy zip to 
help your child be more autonomous.
Ref : 8572496 / 8572497

£899

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ BABY GYM BREATHABLE LEGGINGS
These light leggings are very soft against the skin. 
Your child will feel free as a bird thanks to the stretchy 
fabric, which follows all of their movements.
Ref : 8619425 / 8556407

£699

Gymnastic > Baby gym DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-warm-jacket-grey-print/_/R-p-312117?mc=8572496&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-warm-slim-fit-bottoms-print/_/R-p-312175?mc=8572421&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-basic-regular-bottoms-navy/_/R-p-310303?mc=8556400&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-breathable-slim-fit-jogging-bottoms/_/R-p-310677?mc=8556421&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-baby-gym-breathable-leggings/_/R-p-310657?mc=8619425&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-and-boys-baby-gym-jacket-500-mid/_/R-p-310689?mc=8556531&c=BLUE


KID’S BABY GYM
BASIC T-SHIRT

DOMYOS

The ideal companion for your child, with 
natural fabric that feels like a gentle hug. 

Ref : 8556482

£349

KIDS’ BABY GYM ADJUSTABLE BREATHABLE SHORTS
These baby gym shorts have been updated based on your feedback: they’re slightly looser,
and the fabric is softer and more flexible so they’re easier for kids to put on.
Ref : 8608313 / 8595553

£499 DOMYOSDOMYOS

KIDS’ BABY GYM BASIC WIDE SHORTS
Basic shorts, just how we like them for moving their 
legs without limits. Ref : 8516302

£299

DOMYOS

KIDS’ PEANUT BALL
For developing motor skills in the hips, balance, and 
posture. Dimensions: 45 x 90 cm.
Ref : 8404940

£799 DOMYOS

KIDS’ BABY GYM TILE - BLUE
Create your own play area based on your space. 9 
mats are big enough to do somersaults!
Ref : 8487629

£099 DOMYOS

KIDS’ BABY GYM TILE
A practical foam tile, sold individually to create 
a custom play space for your child. The mats fit 
together like a puzzle to create your own play area.
Ref : 8501438

£199

Gymnastic > Baby gym DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-basic-t-shirt/_/R-p-310685?mc=8556482&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-adjustable-breathable-shorts-pink-print/_/R-p-312267?mc=8595553&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-tile/_/R-p-301412?mc=8501438&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-breathable-adjustable-shorts-navy/_/R-p-327934?mc=8608313&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-tile-blue/_/R-p-300426?mc=8487629&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-baby-gym-basic-wide-shorts-navy/_/R-p-303713?mc=8516302&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-peanut-ball/_/R-p-300471?mc=8404940&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE


MOTOR SKILLS
MAT

DOMYOS

Soft, thick mat for rolling. Unfolds into 4 
pieces to instantly create a space to refine 
motor skills. Ref : 8574575

£5499

DOMYOS

FOAM GROSS MOTOR SKILLS SET
Create an infinite number of Baby Gym activities for 
jumping, balancing, aiming, and throwing. Stimulate 
your child’s fine motor skills and autonomy.
Ref : 8613238

£1999 DOMYOS

COLLAPSIBLE REVERSIBLE STIMULATING BABY GYM MAT
A collapsible stimulating mat. Folded side, patterns to stimulate your child. Exterior side, coordinates with living 
rooms that double as play rooms. Product approved by a physiotherapist.
Dimensions: 1.47 m x 1.75 m x 1 cm thickness.
Ref : 8640619

£2999

Gymnastic > Baby gym DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baby-gym-motor-skills-mat/_/R-p-312680?mc=8574575&c=BLUE_GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baby-gym-foam-gross-motor-skills-set/_/R-p-307124?mc=8613238&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/collapsible-reversible-stimulating-baby-gym-mat/_/R-p-324969?mc=8640619&c=BEIGE


DOMYOS

KIDS’ BEADED SKIPPING ROPE
Slip this skipping rope into your kids’ backpacks for 
fast fun during mid-day breaks. Ref : 8545046

£299

DOMYOS

KIDS’ SENSORY BALL
An inflatable ball that’s easy for kids aged three and 
up to carry around and play with. Ref : 8405376

€299 -50%

£149

DOMYOS

BABY GYM TUNNEL
A versatile, adjustable tunnel for learning 
to crawl and creating obstacle courses 
that improve motor skills.Dimensions: 
Length: 1.5 m (2 x 0.75 m).
Ref : 8501326

£1299

DOMYOS

BABY GYM BALANCE KIT 
This balance kit is great for helping 
children learn to balance and improve their 
psychomotor development from age 2. 
Ref : 8545074

£2999

DOMYOS

BABY GYM MINI TRAMPOLINE
Our Baby Gym product designers created this trampoline to help children develop their psychomotor skills and 
become more autonomous. The rebound level is designed so that children can bounce safely. Ref : 8545031

£2999

Gymnastic > Baby gym DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baby-gym-balance-kit-ages-2-to-6/_/R-p-307098?mc=8545074
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baby-gym-tunnel/_/R-p-301269?mc=8501326&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-beaded-skipping-rope-pink/_/R-p-306854?mc=8545046&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-sensory-ball-for-ages-3-to-6-years/_/R-p-300730?mc=8405376&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/baby-gym-mini-trampoline/_/R-p-307120?mc=8545031


DOMYOS

HEXAGONAL TRAMPOLINE 240
Heavy-duty frame comes with a 5-year warranty for lasting use and safety at an affordable price!
Ref : 8605632

£16499

DOMYOS

14FT ESSENTIAL 420 TRAMPOLINE
The biggest trampoline for the biggest thrills! It comes with protective netting.
Ref : 8293230 (also exist in 12FT)

£29999

DOMYOS

OCTAGONAL TRAMPOLINE 300
Heavy-duty frame comes with a 5-year warranty for lasting use and safety at an affordable price!
Ref : 8527376

£21499

DOMYOS

RECTANGULAR TRAMPOLINE 520
Our designers developed this rectangular trampoline to support your child while they learn simple and more 
acrobatic jumps in complete safety! Ref : 8529108

£44999

DOMYOS

TRAMPOLINE COVER HEXAGONAL 240
Our designers created this cover to protect 
your Hexagonal Trampoline 240 from 
inclement weather and dust. Ref : 8517923

£1499

TRAMPOLINE COVER OCTAGONAL 300
Ref : 8529096

£1699

DOMYOS

TRAMPOLINE ANCHOR KIT
Designed to anchor your trampoline firmly to the 
ground. Ref : 8377282

£1299

DOMYOS

LADDER
For easily climbing onto the 365, 420 and 520 
trampolines! Ref : 8544253

£1999

Gymnastic > Trampoline DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/ladder-for-365-420-520-trampolines/_/R-p-307362?mc=8544253&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/trampoline-anchor-kit/_/R-p-170533?mc=8377282&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/trampoline-cover-octagonal-300/_/R-p-305424?mc=8529096&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/cover-for-hexagonal-trampoline-240/_/R-p-304138?mc=8517923&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rectangular-trampoline-520/_/R-p-305433?mc=8529108
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/14ft-essential-420-trampoline-and-protective-netting-green/_/R-p-7765?mc=8293230&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/octagonal-trampoline-300/_/R-p-305145?mc=8527376&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/8ft-240-trampoline/_/R-p-301602?mc=8605632&c=BLACK


DOMYOS

ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS SLEEVELESS LEOTARD
Our designers created this leotard for beginners 
training once or twice a week. Perfect for girls 
learning their first artistic gymnastics skills.
Ref : 8546286

£699

GIRL’S ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
SLEEVELESS LEOTARD

DOMYOS

This leotard gives you a flattering 
look with its shiny and stretchy fabric 
as you prepare to compete.
Ref: 8601611

£999

DOMYOS

WOMEN’S SLEEVELESS LEOTARD 
This leotard, with its rhinestones and voile material, 
will give you confidence throughout your competition 
thanks to its light, comfortable fabric.
Ref : 8641187

£1499DOMYOS

SLEEVELESS LEOTARD 
This rhythmic gymnastics skirt has rhinestones so 
you can sparkle in training and competitions! Pair it 
with the removable skirt for a complete outfit.
Ref : 8547712

£999

DOMYOS

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS REMOVABLE SKIRT
Our designers created this skirt so that you can move 
freely. Its elegant finishes offer a flattering look.
Ref : 8546879

£699

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ GYM BAG
We designed this bag for female gymnasts of all levels 
to store their accessories: hand guards, wrist guards, 
shoes and/or leotards. Ref : 8644003

£599

Artistic gymnastic > Girls’ cloting DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-sleeveless-leotard-540/_/R-p-305645?mc=8601611&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-gym-bag-with-sequins/_/R-p-332592?mc=8644003&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-removable-skirt-rhinestone/_/R-p-305732?mc=8546879&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/900-women-s-artistic-gymnastics-sleeveless-leotard/_/R-p-305166?mc=8641187&c=MULTI-COLOUR
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-sleeveless-leotard-rhinestones/_/R-p-306510?mc=8547712&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-sleeveless-leotard-black-sequins/_/R-p-305662?mc=8546286&c=BLACK


DOMYOS

GIRLS’ ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS BASIC SHORTS
Our team has created these shorts for your 
gymnastics training sessions. Perfect for girls
learning their first artistic gymnastics skills.
Ref : 8489395

£399

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS CROP TOP
Our designers created this crop top for your training 
sessions. This breathable crop top with elegant 
finishing is perfect for training.
Ref : 8588133

£999DOMYOS

GYM TANK TOP MY LITTLE TOP
This fitted tank top lets you move freely when doing 
your favourite sport. Soft, supple fabric.
Ref : 8324719

£299

DOMYOS

SLEEVELESS ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS LEOTARD 
This shiny and stretchy leotard lets you perfect your 
movements during training before stepping onto the 
mat in competition. Ref : 8596035

£2999

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS SHORTS
Our designers have developed these shorts for 
training sessions and for warming up at competitions.
These elegant shorts are perfect for your training 
sessions! Ref : 8550449

£699

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS TANK TOP
With its elegant sequin finish, this tank top is the 
perfect training partner for performing in comfort.
Ref : 8588146

£799

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS SHORTS
Our designers have developed these shorts for 
training sessions and for warming up at competitions.
Ref : 8546295

£999

Artistic gymnastic > Girls’ cloting DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-my-little-top-tank-top/_/R-p-8227?mc=8324719&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-basic-shorts-black/_/R-p-151853?mc=8489395&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/500-artistic-gymnastics-sleeveless-leotard/_/R-p-305184?mc=8596035&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/artistic-gymnastics-tank-top-500-sequins/_/R-p-300855?mc=8588146&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-shorts-sequins/_/R-p-309127?mc=8550449&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-artistic-and-rhythmic-gymnastics-crop-top-sequins/_/R-p-178353?mc=8588133&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/900-women-s-artistic-gymnastics-shorts-rhinestones/_/R-p-305663?mc=8546295&c=BLACK


DOMYOS

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS 6 M RIBBON
Our designers created this 6 m ribbon for gymnasts 
aged 11 and up to meet the specific needs of RG 
gymnastics in training and competition.
Ref : 8561183 / 8561827

£1299 DOMYOS

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS 6 M RIBBON 
This rhythmic gymnastics ribbon meets the specific 
needs of this sport: manoeuvrability and lightness.
Ref : 8399762

£1499

DOMYOS

18.5 CM RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS BALL
Our designers developed this 18.5 cm ball for 
gymnasts 10 years old and up and meets the specific 
needs for RG trainings and competitions.
Ref : 8562795 / 8562794

£999DOMYOS

SHINY SHORTS
Shiny shorts for training sessions and for 
warming up at competitions.
Ref : 8561030 / 8577969

£999

DOMYOS

LONG-SLEEVED LEOTARD 
Our designers created this leotard for 
training and meets. Ref : 8561030

£1999

DOMYOS

4 M RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS RIBBON
Our designers created this ribbon for gymnasts aged 
up to 11 to meet the specific needs of RG gymnastics 
in training and competition. Ref : 8560722

£799

DOMYOS

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS BALL 16.5 CM
Our designers created this ball for gymnasts aged up 
to 13 to meet the specific needs of RG gymnastics in 
training and competition. Ref : 8604034

£699

Artistic gymnastic > Girls’ cloting DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-ribbon-4m/_/R-p-174624?mc=8560722&c=PINK_RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-ribbon-6m/_/R-p-174625?mc=8561183&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-6-m-ribbon-multicoloured/_/R-p-187532?mc=8399762&c=MULTI-COLOUR
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-ball-165mm-glitter/_/R-p-174616?mc=8604034
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-ball-185mm-glitter/_/R-p-174618?mc=8562795&c=OCHRE_YELLOW
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-long-sleeved-leotard-blue-rhinestones/_/R-p-310001?mc=8561030&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-long-sleeved-leotard-blue-rhinestones/_/R-p-310001?mc=8561030&c=BLUE


DOMYOS

UNEVEN BAR HANDGUARD
Designed for uneven bars for female gymnasts of all 
levels, from beginning to advanced.
Ref : 8489690

£1999 DOMYOS

900 UNISEX ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS SHOES
These shoes have been tested over a long period of 
time and approved by several men’s and women’s 
artistic gymnastics national centres and clubs.
Ref : 8518302

£1499

DOMYOS

3/4-SLEEVE LEOTARD
This leotard, embellished with rhinestones and voile,
is perfect for all your training and meets!
Ref : 8561011

£1999

£399 DOMYOS

GIRLS’ ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS SCRUNCHIE
Our designers have created this scrunchie to put the 
finishing touch to your gymnastics outfit!
Ref : 8550457

Artistic gymnastic > Girls’ cloting DOMYOS

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-artistic-gymnastics-scrunchie/_/R-p-305186?mc=8550457&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/artistic-gymnastics-uneven-bar-handguard/_/R-p-171311?mc=8489690&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/900-unisex-artistic-gymnastics-shoes/_/R-p-176351?mc=8518302&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-3-4-sleeve-leotard/_/R-p-309974?mc=8561011&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE


DOMYOS

STIRRUP TIGHTS - NUDE
These Rhythmic Gymnastics stirrup tights offer total 
freedom of movement. They are made without a 
gusset and have a wide waistband that won’t show 
under leotards.
Ref : 8610925 (adult) / 8550642 (kid)

£999

DOMYOS

ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS 3/4-SLEEVE LEOTARD
This leotard, with its rhinestones and voile material, will give you confidence
throughout your competition thanks to its light, comfortable fabric.
Ref : 8642051

£2999

£399 DOMYOS

WOMEN’S ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS SCRUNCHIE
The scrunchie is an essential for putting the chic 
finishing touch to your gymnastics outfit.
Ref : 8550459

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS LONG-SLEEVED LEOTARD
Our designers have created this long-sleeved leotard for your training sessions and competitions.
This shiny, stretchy leotard lets you hone your skills during training sessions so you’re ready to enter the 
competition arena. Ref : 8561038

£1999

Artistic gymnastic > Girls’ cloting DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-3-4-sleeve-leotard-pink-ombre/_/R-p-331969?mc=8642051&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-long-sleeved-leotard/_/R-p-309993?mc=8561038&c=PINK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/adult-rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-stirrup-tights-nude/_/R-p-329890?mc=8610925


DOMYOS

LONG-SLEEVED SKIRTED LEOTARD
This rhythmic gymnastics leotard has rhinestones and 
voile fabric so you sparkle in competitions! Easy care. 
Machine washable at 30°C.
Ref : 8546579

£1499 DOMYOS

3-METRE RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS ROPE 
Our designers created this rope for use by the very 
youngest gymnasts and older to meet the specific 
needs of RG in training and competition.
Ref : 8560719 / 8488539

£599 DOMYOS

3-METRE RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS ROPE 
This rope, designed for rhythmic gymnastics, meets 
the specific needs of this sport: lightness and 
manoeuvrability. Can be adjusted to suit all heights.
Ref : 8546512

£449

Artistic gymnastic > Girls’ cloting DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-long-sleeved-skirted-leotard/_/R-p-305696?mc=8546579&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-rope-165g-glitter/_/R-p-174621?mc=8560719&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-rope-3-metres/_/R-p-187551?mc=8546512&c=PINK_RED


DOMYOS

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS HOOP 50 CM
This 50 cm hoop was specifically designed by our team 
for young gymnasts (2 to 5 years old). Ref : 8353918

£499 DOMYOS

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS HOOP 65 CM
Our designers have created this 65 cm hoop for 
gymnasts aged 6 to 11. Ref : 8560873

£399 DOMYOS

75 TO 89 CM HOOP BAG
This bag can hold up to six 75 to 89 cm hoops.
Ref : 8546548

£999

DOMYOS

ADHESIVE TAPE 13 M - SILVER
For gymnasts who enjoy customising their equipment. 
Ref : 8490318

£299DOMYOS

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS HOOP 75 CM
Our designers created this 75 cm hoop for gymnasts 
aged 8 and up. Ref : 961617

£699 DOMYOS

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS HOOP 75 CM
Our designers have created this 85 cm hoop for 
gymnasts aged 14 and up. Ref : 8353638

£799

DOMYOS

SHINY SHORTS
These rhythmic gymnastics toe shoes 
are made from microfibre for total 
comfort. Ref : 8489883

£699

Artistic gymnastic > Girls’ cloting DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-hoop-50cm/_/R-p-147444?mc=8353918&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-hoop-65cm/_/R-p-147446?mc=8560873&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-75-to-89-cm-hoop-bag/_/R-p-305654?mc=8546548&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-microfibre-toe-shoes-beige/_/R-p-171674?mc=8489883&c=BEIGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-75-cm-hoop/_/R-p-147448?mc=961617&c=PINK_RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-85-cm-hoop/_/R-p-147449?mc=8353638&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-rg-adhesive-tape-13-m-silver/_/R-p-183792?mc=8490318&c=GREY


DOMYOS

36CM RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS CLUBS
Our designers created these clubs for use by the 
youngest gymnasts up to age 13. Ref : 8560870

£799

DOMYOS

500 MESH ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS SHOES 
Gym shoes that are easy to put on and have a supple 
sole to improve contact with the floor. Ref : 8382122

£699

DOMYOS

GIRLS’ ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS LEGGINGS
These breathable leggings with an elegant sequin 
waistband are perfect for training. Ref : 8561221

£999

GIRL’S ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
BIKETARD

DOMYOS

This artistic gymnastics biketard is 
perfect for letting beginners move with 
ease. No need to worry about finding a 
matching top and bottom half!
Ref: 8560985

£1299

Artistic gymnastic > Girls’ cloting DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/500-mesh-artistic-gymnastics-shoes/_/R-p-160091?mc=8382122&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-leggings-black-sequins/_/R-p-309137?mc=8561221&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rhythmic-gymnastics-clubs-36-cm/_/R-p-174622?mc=8560870&c=PINK_RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/girls-artistic-gymnastics-biketard/_/R-p-309973?mc=8560985&c=BLACK


MAN’S LEOTARD
DOMYOS

This breathable, comfortable 
leotard is easy to care for and 
guarantees complete freedom of 
movement. Ref : 967054

€60

DOMYOS

GYMNASTICS SHORTS
Designed for training sessions and competitions of all levels, from beginner to advanced.
This breathable, comfortable leotard is easy to care for and guarantees complete freedom of movement.
Ref : 8542407

£499 DOMYOS

ARTISTIC GYM SOCKS
This pack of 2 pairs of socks was designed 
for beginner to advanced male gymnasts for 
competitions and training. Ref : 8550389

£499

Artistic gymnastic > Men cloting DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/gymnastics-shorts/_/R-p-306568?mc=8542407&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/boys-artistic-gym-leotard/_/R-p-304937?mc=967054&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/artistic-gym-socks/_/R-p-309112?mc=8550389


DOMYOS

ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS RING GRIPS
Designed for use on the rings by all levels of male 
gymnasts, from beginner to advanced.
Ref : 8500013

£1999

DOMYOS

ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS HIGH BAR GRIPS
Designed for use on the high bar by all levels of male 
gymnasts, from beginner to advanced.
Ref : 8500012

£1999DOMYOS

MEN’S ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS STIRRUP PANTS
Designed for training sessions and competitions of all levels, from beginner to advanced.
These comfortable, breathable stirrup pants are easy to care for and guarantee complete freedom of movement. 
Ref : 8542426

£999

DOMYOS

UNISEX WRIST GUARDS
These microfibre adjustable wrist guards offer ideal 
support. They have been tested over a long period 
of time and approved by several artistic gymnastics 
national centres and clubs.
Ref : 8405415

£999

Artistic gymnastic > Men cloting DOMYOS
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-artistic-gymnastics-stirrup-pants/_/R-p-306575?mc=8542426&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/unisex-artistic-gymnastics-wrist-guards/_/R-p-300440?mc=8405415&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/artistic-gymnastics-high-bar-grips/_/R-p-300436?mc=8500012&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/artistic-gymnastics-ring-grips/_/R-p-300438?mc=8500013&c=GREY


An ultra-light athletics tank top for women for 
freedom of movement on the track. Ref: 8506338

WOMEN’S ATHLETICS TANK TOP

KALENJI

KALENJI

WOMEN’S ATHLETICS SPORTS BRA
Ref: 8607921

Ref: 8504502

ATHLETICS CROSS-COUNTRY SHOES WITH 
SPIKES

KALENJI£4999

Discover the AT Jump, imagined by our design teams 
for jumpers and pole vaulters. Ref: 8518380

AT JUMP ATHLETICS SPIKES

KALENJI£5999

Ref: 8558251

AT MID MIDDLE-DISTANCE 
ATHLETICS SHOES WITH SPIKES

KALENJI£5999

£1299

Ref: 8558250

AT START MULTI-PURPOSE ATHLETICS 
SHOES WITH SPIKES

KALENJI£2999

These athletics briefs for women are suited to all our 
sport’s disciplines in the stadium! Ref: 8667050

WOMEN’S ATHLETICS BRIEFS

KALENJI£1299

Take you athletics shoes with you, and leave other 
pair of shoes in this bag. Ref: 8506344

SPIKE SHOE BAG

KALENJI£499

£1499 -40%

£899

KALENJI

WOMEN’S ATHLETICS BRIEFS
For athletics training and competitions. 
Ref: 8506333

£999 -20%

£799

Athletics > Clothing ans shoes KALENJI

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-athletics-tank-top-blue-and-orange/_/R-p-302623?mc=8506338&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-athletics-sports-bra-blue-and/_/R-p-302721?mc=8607921&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-jump-athletics-spikes-blue-yellow/_/R-p-304240?mc=8518380&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/children-and-adults-multi-purpose-athletics-shoes-with-spikes/_/R-p-302412?mc=8558250&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-athletics-briefs-blue-and/_/R-p-302614?mc=8667050&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/spike-shoe-bag/_/R-p-302694?mc=8506344&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/mid-distance-running-shoes-at-mid/_/R-p-11700?mc=8558251&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/athletics-cross-country-shoes-with-spikes-black-orange/_/R-p-302411?mc=8504502&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/women-s-athletics-briefs-blue-and-orange/_/R-p-302613?mc=8506333&c=BLUE


KALENJI

MEN’S TIGHT SHORTS
Chafing is a thing of the past with these tights which 
have only one seam at the crotch. Ref: 8520722

£1799

AT PANT 900M MEN’S ATHLETICS TROUSERS

KALENJI

The thermal fabric keeps your muscles warm during 
warm-ups. Ref: 8558369

£2999

The brushed jersey lining keeps you warm before and 
after hitting the track. Ref: 8607927

WARM WOMEN’S ATHLETICS JACKET

KALENJI£2499

Waterproof bag that can be left on the grass in the 
middle of an athletics stadium. Ref: 8369548

ATHLETICS BAG 50 L 

KALENJI€00

£2499 -20%

£1999

You’ll feel so comfortable in the suit, you’ll forget 
you’re wearing it! Ref: 8553755

MEN’S ATHLETICS SUIT 

KALENJI

£3999 -25%

£2999

An ultra-light athletics tank top for men for freedom of 
movement on the track. Ref: 8510012

MEN’S ATHLETICS TANK TOP

KALENJI

£1499 -40%

£899

KALENJI

WARM-UP MEN’S ATHLETICS JACKET
Our designers - all athletes themselves - 
developed this jacket for warming up or for 
staying warm during competitions.
Ref: 8607908

£2499

Athletics > Clothing KALENJI

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/50l-running-bag/_/R-p-2385?mc=8369548&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-athletics-suit-blue/_/R-p-308376?mc=8553755&c=BLUE_TURQUOISE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-athletics-tank-top-blue-and-orange/_/R-p-302627?mc=8510012&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/warm-up-men-s-athletics-jacket/_/R-p-307418?mc=8544449&c=RED_ORANGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/men-s-tight-shorts-blue-and-orange/_/R-p-304560?mc=8520722&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/warm-women-s-athletics-jacket/_/R-p-307815?mc=8553112&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-pant-900m-men-s-athletics-trousers-with-zip/_/R-p-311737?mc=8558369&c=BLUE


Ref : 8554008

AT 100 KIDS’ RUNNING AND ATHLETICS 
BAGGY SHORTS

KALENJI£599

UR, INIMI, QUAM EST MOLORUM FUGIT
These shorts for boys practising athletics in hot 
weather in a club or at school. Ref : 8582205

KALENJI£1299

Are you looking for tight running shorts for your kid? 
These ones are made for the job. Ref : 8554147

AT 500 KIDS’ ATHLETICS TIGHT SHORTS 
€00 KALENJI

£999 -30%

£699

Ideal for running, jumping and throwing freely at 
school or with a club.  Ref : 8554152

AT 500 ATHLETICS SHORT 2 IN 1

KALENJI€00

£999 -50%

£499

AT 100 KID’S ATHLETICS
T-SHIRT

KALENJI

The recycled fabric of this T-shirt wicks away 
perspiration, making it ideal for your kid for 
athletics training. Ref : 8548941

£399

Perfect for running, jumping or throwing in cool 
weather. Ref : 8553977

AT 100 KIDS’ ATHLETICS CROPPED BOTTOMS 

KALENJI£799

They will be protected from the cold when doing 
athletics Ref : 8554286

AT 500 KIDS’ ATHLETICS TROUSERS

KALENJI

£1299 -38%

£799

Athletics > Kids’ clothing KALENJI

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-100-kid-s-athletics-t-shirt-white/_/R-p-308672?mc=8548941&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-500-boys-athletics-shorts/_/R-p-308481?mc=8582205&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-500-athletics-short-2-in-1/_/R-p-308438?mc=8554152&c=PURPLE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-100-kids-athletics-baggy-shorts/_/R-p-308446?mc=8554008&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-500-kids-athletics-cold-weather-trousers-navy-blue/_/R-p-308037?mc=8554286&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-100-kids-athletics-cropped-bottoms/_/R-p-308471?mc=8553977&c=BLUE


They can run, jump or throw in cool weather in a club 
or at school. Ref : 8574438

It is ideal for running sports in winter as well as the 
summer! Ref : 8577045

AT 500 KID’S SKINCARE LS RUNNING TOPKIDS’ ATHLETICS COMFORT T-SHIRT AT 300

KALENJIKALENJI

Ref : 8548920

AT 300 KID’S RUNNING SL BREATHABLE 
T-SHIRT

KALENJI£799

KALENJI

AT 500 GIRL’S LIGHTWEIGHT RUNNING AND 
ATHLETICS TANK TOPATHLETICS TANK TOP
Ref : 8606498

£1299

Ref : 8554164

KALENJI AT 100 KIDS’ ATHLETICS 
WINDPROOF JACKET

KALENJI€00

£999 -50%

£499

Ref : 8554163

KALENJI AT 100 KIDS’ ATHLETICS 
WINDPROOF JACKET

KALENJI€00

£999 -30%

£699
£999 £1299

Ref : 8588563

AT 100 KIDS’ ATHLETICS WARM ½-ZIP LS 
JERSEY

KALENJI£799

AT500 KIPRUN FAST CHILDREN’S ATHLETICS 
SHOES 
Ref : 8504026

KALENJI£2499

Athletics > Kids’ clothing KALENJI

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-athletics-warm-%C2%BD-zip-ls-jersey-at-100/_/R-p-304838?mc=8588563&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kiprun-children-s-athletics-shoes/_/R-p-188192?mc=8504026&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-300-kids-athletics-t-shirt/_/R-p-308629?mc=8548920&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-500-kid-s-skincare-ls-running-top-navy/_/R-p-312584?mc=8574438&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-athletics-comfort-t-shirt-at-300-faded-blue/_/R-p-313401?mc=8577045&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kalenji-at-100-kids-athletics-windproof-jacket-pearl/_/R-p-308530?mc=8554164&c=BLUE_TURQUOISE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/at-500-girls-athletics-tank-top/_/R-p-308477?mc=8606497&c=GREEN
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kalenji-at-100-kids-athletics-windproof-jacket-pearl/_/R-p-308530?mc=8554164&c=BLUE_TURQUOISE


QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING BACKPACK MH500
30 LITRES
Designed for young hikers, this lightweight 30 litre backpack fits kids’ 
backs! It’s comfortable and practical thanks to its numerous storage 
compartments. Ref : 8520533 / 8520531

£3299

QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING FLEECE MH100 
Our team of parents of young hikers has eco-designed 
this warm and breathable fleece to protect your kid 
during their outdoor activities.
Ref : 966911 / 8615592

£499 QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING FLEECE JACKET - MH150
A fleece jacket that respects the planet, made from 
recycled polyester. Warm and comfortable, it’s the 
perfect fleece jacket for your kid to take everywhere. 
Ref : 8558736

£999 QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING FLEECE - MH500 
An essential for hiking as well as everyday life. Warm 
and comfortable thanks to its sheepskin lining, it is 
practical to get on/off with its built-in zip.
Ref : 966925

£1799

Hiking > Bags and fleeces QUECHUA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-hiking-backpack-mh500-30-litres/_/R-p-122869?mc=8520533&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-hiking-fleece-mh100-aged-7-15/_/R-p-310938?mc=966911&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/forclaz-500-fleece-child/_/R-p-5506?mc=8558736&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-7-15-years-hiking-fleece-mh500/_/R-p-310925?mc=966925&c=BLUE


QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING BACKPACK MH500
40 LITRES
As well as being lightweight, these trousers can with-
stand all your kid’s adventures whatever the weather. 
They are water-repellent, windproof & the material is 
highly resistant to abrasion & tearing. Ref : 8330978

£3299

QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING BACKPACK MH500
EASYFIT 50 LITRES
Kids 50L backpack, perfect for hiking or a few days’ 
camping. The Easyfit system lets you adjust the 
shoulder straps and back in one movement.
Ref : 8332432

£4499QUECHUA

KIDS’ SOFTSHELL HIKING JACKET MH550
AGED 7-15 YEARS
Thanks to its softshell component, this jacket will withstand all your kids’ adventures.
It will also protect them from the wind and fine rain.
Ref : 8553762

QUECHUA

KIDS’ PADDED HIKING JACKET
7-15 YEARS
Warm and comfortable, this hybrid padded jacket will 
protect your kid from fine rain so they can make the 
most of their outdoor activities.
Ref : 967234 / 967240

£2299QUECHUA

KIDS’ PADDED HIKING JACKET - MH 500 
The warm, compact and lightweight kids’ padded 
jacket – the ideal back-up solution. Made with 
wadding for maximum insulation, even when wet. 
Water-repellent for protection until shelter can be 
found. Ref : 8554314

£1799

€1999 -25%

£1499

Hiking > Bags and jackets QUECHUA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/mh500-40-litre-kid-s-hiking-backpack/_/R-p-109107?mc=8330978&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/hike-500-boys-padded-hiking-jacket/_/R-p-162812?mc=8554314&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-padded-hiking-jacket-7-15-years-hybrid/_/R-p-308450?mc=967234&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-hiking-backpack-mh500-easyfit-red/_/R-p-109106?mc=8332432&c=ORANGE_RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/forclaz-900-softshell-boy-s-hiking/_/R-p-12702?mc=8553762&c=BLACK


QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING WATERPROOF JACKET MH500 
7-15 YEARS
Our hiking designers have developed this waterproof rain jacket MH500
to protect your kid when it is rainy and windy in the mountains!
Ref : 8572744 / 8572746

QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING TROUSERS - MH500
AGED 7-15
As well as being lightweight, these trousers can with-
stand all your kid’s adventures whatever the weather. 
They are water-repellent, windproof & the material is 
highly resistant to abrasion & tearing. Ref : 966890

£1999

£1799

QUECHUA

KIDS’ WATERPROOF OVER TROUSERS MH100 
AGED 7-15 YEARS
This kids waterproof hiking trouser provides complete 
protection in rain showers and complements your 
waterproof jacket.A compact essential, waterproof, 
breathable. Ref : 8530069

£799 QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING OVER TROUSERS MH500
AGED 7-15 YEARS
Comfortable and adjustable, it adapts to your child. 
These children’s waterproof trousers can be slipped into 
the bottom of a bag and offer full protection in case of 
heavy rain or showers . Ref : 8545605 / 8569110

£1199

QUECHUA

KIDS’ WATERPROOF HIKING JACKET - MH100 
NAVY BLUE AND PINK - AGE 7-15 YEARS
Our hiking designers have developed this MH100 
waterproof rain jacket to protect your child when it is 
rainy and windy in the mountains!
Ref : 8558839

£799

Hiking > Waterproof clothing QUECHUA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-waterproof-hiking-jacket-mh100-navy-blue-and-pink-age-7-15-years/_/R-p-311928?mc=8558839&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/hike-100-kids-waterproof-hiking-overtrousers-navy/_/R-p-127765?mc=8530069&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-hiking-over-trousers-mh500-aged-7-15-black/_/R-p-301973?mc=8545605&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/techwinter-junior-trousers/_/R-p-5518?mc=966890&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/mh500-children-s-hiking-jacket/_/R-p-171817?mc=8572744&c=BEIGE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/mh500-children-s-waterproof-hiking-jacket/_/R-p-156151?mc=8572746&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-hiking-over-trousers-mh500-aged-7-15-purple/_/R-p-312030?mc=8569110&c=PURPLE


KIDS’ WATERPROOF HIKING
JACKET MH500

QUECHUA

Our highest-performing jacket will keep 
your child dry. Technical, labelled jacket: 
the product is certified in a shower test of 
60 litres of water/sqm/hour for 5 hours. 
Ref : 8530011 / 8558905

£3499

Hiking > Waterproof clothing QUECHUA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/mh550-children-s-hiking-jacket/_/R-p-171818?mc=8530011&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-waterproof-hiking-jacket-mh550-coral-age-7-15-years/_/R-p-311971?mc=8558905&c=PINK


KIDS’ WATERPROOF WALKING
SHOES MH 120 MID

QUECHUA

These hiking boots are the perfect 
choice for your child. Lightweight and 
waterproof. Ref: 8493627 / 8546020

£1999

QUECHUA

KIDS’ LACE-UP HIKING SHOES MH100
These shoes are made for your child because they are 
lightweight and provide good grip. Ref : 8600278

£999

QUECHUA

WARM HIKING SOCKS - SH100 WARM MID
These socks provide great comfort for hiking in cold 
weather. Ref : 960079

£699

QUECHUA

KIDS’ MID-HEIGHT HIKING SOCKS MH500 
Durable and comfortable to protect the feet of your 
young walkers. Ref : 8582592

£1199

KIDS’ MID-HEIGHT HIKING SOCKS MH500 
The waterproof and breathable XAPRO 3D shoe offers stability, grip and foot protection for your kids so they can 
enjoy their outdoor activities fully. Ref : 8649729

£5499

QUECHUA

KID’S WATERPROOF LACE-UP HIKING SHOES CROSSROCK 
These waterproof Crossrock shoes will survive all your child’s adventures. You can take them with you on your 
mountain hikes with confidence. Ref : 8493612 / 8493604

£2499

QUECHUA

KIDS’ LACE-UP HIKING SHOES MH100
These shoes are made for your child because they are 
lightweight and provide good grip. Ref : 8600275

£999

Hiking > Shoes QUECHUA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/chidren-s-waterproof-walking-shoes-mh120-mid-size-3-5/_/R-p-192079?mc=8493627&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kid-s-waterproof-lace-up-hiking-shoes-crossrock-purple-3-5-5/_/R-p-192077?mc=8493612&c=PURPLE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-hiking-waterproof-shoes-solomon-xa-pro-3d-c12-to-5%C2%BD-blue/_/R-p-X8649729?mc=8649729
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-mid-height-hiking-socks-mh500-2-pack-black-and-turquoise/_/R-p-324619?mc=8582592&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/children-s-warm-hiking-socks-sh100-warm-mid-x2-pairs/_/R-p-311170?mc=960079&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-lace-up-hiking-shoes-mh100-from-size-2-to-5-blue-coral/_/R-p-313073?mc=8600278&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-lace-up-hiking-shoes-mh100-from-size-2-to-5-blue/_/R-p-313055?mc=8600275&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kid-s-waterproof-lace-up-hiking-shoes-crossrock-3-5-5/_/R-p-192075?mc=8493604&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE


QUECHUA

KIDS’ CROSSOCKS HIGH
Kids’ tall hiking socks that are durable and 
comfortable to protect the feet. Ref : 8493517

£799

QUECHUA

KIDS’ CROSSOCKS HIGH
Kids’ tall hiking socks that are durable and 
comfortable to protect the feet. Ref : 8493519

£799

QUECHUA

CROSSROCK MID
These waterproof high top Crossrock shoes will survive 
all your child’s adventures. Ref : 8560928 / 8560926

£2999

QUECHUA

KIDS’ HIKING SOCKS SH520 WARM MID
These mid-height, very warm socks provide excellent 
support and comfort. Ref : 8526218

£999

KIDS’ WATERPROOF MOUNTAIN WALKING BOOTS MH500
These waterproof Crossrock shoes will survive all your child’s adventures. You can take them with you on your 
mountain hikes with confidence. Ref : 8572760 / 8561208

£3999

QUECHUA

Hiking > Shoes and socks QUECHUA

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-warm-hiking-socks-sh520-warm-mid-x2-pairs/_/R-p-304994?mc=8526218&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/crossocks-children-s-high-mountain-hiking-socks-2-pack/_/R-p-109929?mc=8493519&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/crossocks-children-s-high-mountain-hiking-socks-2-pack/_/R-p-109929?mc=8493519&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/children-s-waterproof-walking-shoes-crossrock-mid-blue-size-jr-10-ad-2/_/R-p-308262?mc=8560928&c=BLUE_GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/children-s-waterproof-lace-up-hiking-shoes-crossrock-mid-3-5-grey/_/R-p-308059?mc=8560926&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/children-s-waterproof-mountain-walking-boots-mh-500-grey-blue-9-5c-6/_/R-p-310061?mc=8561208&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kids-waterproof-mountain-walking-boots-10-6-mh500-blue-grey/_/R-p-308239?mc=8572760&c=BLUE


Designed for strengthening your muscles, 
improving your balance and toning your 
abs. Use the balance station’s elastic bands 
to mix things up. Ref: 8385871

STATION
REVERSIBLE BALANCE

DOMYOS

Our teams designed this product to help you improve 
your balance, recover from injury and prevent future 
injuries (ankles, knees). Ref: 8381881

SOFTDISC BALANCE CUSHION

DOMYOS DOMYOS

JUMP BOX, PLYOMETRICS BOX
Wooden box for polymetric movements during 
cross-training WODs. Regular usage improves your 
vertical jump and physical condition. Ref: 8484144

DOMYOS

COUNTER SKIPPING ROPE
See your workout time, number of calories burnt and 
number of jumps. Hit your target? An alert will let you 
know! Ref: 8556909

The ergonomic handles and easy adjustment make 
our JR100 Skipping Rope extremely comfortable to 
use. Ref: 8560956

DOMYOS

JR100 SKIPPING ROPE

DOMYOS

FITNESS 140X50X0.65CM FLOOR MAT
This stretching mat gives you a basic level of com- 
fort and grip at an unbeatable price. Do exercises like 
cat stretches more comfortably thanks to the 6.5 mm 
thickness. Ref: 8131781

£299 £199

£1299 £1499 £5999

£5999

Muscle strengthening > Material DOMYOS

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/fitness-140-x-50-x-0-65-cm-floor-mat/_/R-p-8610?mc=8131781&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/counter-skipping-rope/_/R-p-8956?mc=8556909&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/jr100-skipping-rope/_/R-p-309765?mc=8560956&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/reversible-and-adjustable-softdisc-balance-cushion/_/R-p-171146?mc=8381881&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/jump-box-plyometrics-box/_/R-p-178251?mc=8484144&c=YELLOW
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/reversible-balance-station/_/R-p-171337?mc=8385871&c=BLUE


DOMYOS

FITNESS 450G WEIGHTED BALL
The spherical shape of this accessory allows you to 
better control and guide your poses. Just 450g.  
Ref: 305220

The essential dumbbells are the perfect ally for 
strengthening your body and are available in 6 
weights to suit your needs! Ref: 8336573

FITNESS 2KG DUMBBELLS TWIN-PACK

DOMYOS DOMYOS

FITNESS 2KG SOFT DUMBBELLS TWIN-PACK
We designed these soft dumbbells for strength 
training and toning exercises at home or at the gym. 
Tone up by wearing these weights on your wrists and 
ankles! Ref: 8358974

DOMYOS DOMYOS

CROSS-TRAINING ELASTIC TRAINING BAND SUSPENSION TRAINER DST100
The training band not only builds muscle strength but 
also helps you stretch. It is a versatile acces- sory that 
will become an absolute must for your workouts.
Ref: 8552664 / 8484819 / 8484820 / 8484821

Our team designed this suspension trainer for 
strength training anywhere, and working all the 
muscles in your body, no matter your fitness level.  
Ref: 8559625

Our design team developed this kettlebell specifically 
for cross training. Combine muscle strengthening and 
cardio training! Ref: 8399332 / 8354816

From

We created these resistance bands for all-over 
strength training with equipment that won’t take over 
your home. Ref: 8528803

KETTLEBELL 6 OR 12KG
FITNESS 5-6-7KG SHORT ELASTIC RUBBER 
BANDS

DOMYOS
DOMYOS

£399

£499

£499

£1199 £1599

£1499

£1999

From

Muscle strengthening > Material DOMYOS

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/fitness-450-g-weighted-ball-grey/_/R-p-305220?mc=8527919
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/fitness-2-kg-dumbbells-twin-pack-blue/_/R-p-130388?mc=8336573&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/fitness-5-6-7-kg-short-elastic-rubber-bands-tri-pack-turquoise-burgundy-black/_/R-p-305336?mc=8528803&c=TURQUOISE_BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/cross-training-elastic-training-band-5-kg/_/R-p-307521?mc=8552664&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/fitness-2-kg-wrist-and-ankle-soft-weights-twin-pack-grey/_/R-p-152955?mc=8358974&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kettlebell-6-kg/_/R-p-182833?mc=8399332&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/suspension-trainer-dst-100-blue-red/_/R-p-309804?mc=8559625


REUSABLE SUPPORT STRAP
Self-adhesive supportive wrap designed to wrap 
injured joints and relieve joint or muscle pain when 
playing sports. Self-adhesive 7.5 cm x 4.5 m elastic 
strap. Ref: 8606032

MOVABLE SELF-ADHESIVE SUPPORTIVE 
WRAP

TARMAK
TARMAK

Reusable support strap for strapping joints or 
muscles during your workouts. 6 cm x 0.9 m reusable 
elasticated strap. Handy when strapping up joints and 
muscles for support and protection. Ref: 8407017

Players on a team who want to be able to share drink-
ing bottles during play, made with a special hygienic 
mouthpiece that avoids all contact with the mouth.
Ref: 8365327

HYGIENIC 1L WATER BOTTLE

KIPSTA

Rigid support strap designed to strap joints or 
muscles which have been weakened during your 
workouts. Ref: 8347726

RIGID SUPPORT STRAP

TARMAK

We have tested and approved this spray, which applies 
cold to the injured area. Applying cold immediately 
after an injury soothes it and reduces the pain.  
Ref: 8480484

We have designed this cold pack to create instant 
cold without the need for a freezer. It reduces pain by 
applying cold to the injured area. Ref: 8306012

Our team has developed this ice bag so that you can 
soothe and reduce pain by applying cold after an 
injury or during a rest. This ice bag is quick to fill with 
ice cubes and water. Ref: 8577826

KIPSTAKIPSTA

OFFLOAD

150ML COLD SPRAYINSTANT COLD PACK

ICE BAG FOR COLD TREATMENT ICE POCKET 
- SIZE L

£299

£599

£399

£399

£499 £299

£299

Recovery

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/150-ml-cold-spray/_/R-p-193077?mc=8480484&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/rigid-support-strap/_/R-p-133985?mc=8347726&c=WHITE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/hygienic-1-litre-water-bottle-white-yellow/_/R-p-151371?mc=8365327
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/heat-cold-instant-cold-pack/_/R-p-12033?mc=8306012&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/ice-bag-for-cold-treatment-ice-pocket-size-l/_/R-p-323563?mc=8577826
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/6-cm-x-0-9-m-reusable-support-strap-black/_/R-p-188751?mc=8407017&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/7-5-cm-x-4-5-m-movable-self-adhesive-supportive-wrap/_/R-p-133986?mc=8606032&c=BLUE


APTONIA

This roller is designed for self-massaging after sports. 
Give your muscles a deep massage using your own 
body weight. Ref: 8389645 / 8585283

500 HARD MASSAGE ROLLER/FOAM ROLLER

APTONIA

This ball is designed for self-massaging after sports. 
It allows you to give your muscles and trigger points a 
deep massage. Ref: 8389644

500 SMALL MASSAGE BALL
This water bottle carrier was designed to help trainers 
to carry six bottles on the pitch. It folds down to make 
it easy to store. Ref: 3172282

KIPSTA

6 WATER BOTTLE CARRIER
£999 £399

£599

£699

We designed this gel to provide a cooling effect during 
application after sports.
Ref: 8518812

RELAXING COOL EFFECT MASSAGE GEL
100ML

APTONIA

This cream that turns into oil is designed to give you 
a more practical, pleasant and effective massage, to 
help boost your recovery. Ref: 8518814

RECOVERY MASSAGE CREAM WITH 
ESSENTIAL OILS AND ARNICA 100ML

SAEPTA QUAM

£1499

DISCOVERY 100 3-IN-1
MASSAGE KIT

APTONIA

Relax your muscles with a massage! This Dis-
covery kit includes a smooth roller, a ball and a 
stick for full body massages. The ball and the 
stick are stored in the roller. Ref: 8518810

£1499

Recovery

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/6-water-bottle-carrier-black/_/R-p-2865?mc=3172282
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/500-small-massage-ball/_/R-p-174699?mc=8389644&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/500-hard-massage-roller-foam-roller/_/R-p-174700?mc=8389645&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/relaxing-cool-effect-massage-gel-100ml/_/R-p-304165?mc=8518812
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/recovery-massage-cream-with-essential-oils-and-arnica-100-ml/_/R-p-304182?mc=8518814
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/discovery-100-3-in-1-massage-kit-massage-ball-stick-and-roller/_/R-p-304064?mc=8518810&c=BLACK


We’ve designed this Intensive bag to feature quiet 
wheels. It can also be used as a backpack.
Ref: 8544045

We’ve equipped this Intensive bag with quiet, repaira-
ble wheels. It can also be used as a backpack.  
Ref: 8544047

Our team has designed this Intensive travel bag to 
allow any user to easily transport their kit.
We’ve equipped this Intensive bag with quiet, 
repairable wheels. Ref: 8544049

30L BAG INTENSIVE 65L CASE INTENSIVE 90L SUITCASE INTENSIVE

KIPSTA KIPSTA KIPSTA£3999 £5999 £6999

We’ve designed this Essential sports bag for 
transporting equipment for football and other sports. 
Folds up into its own pocket for storage.
Ref: 8558319 / 8558317 / 8558318

55L SPORTS BAG ESSENTIAL

KIPSTA£1299

We created this Kipocket sports bag for carrying gear 
for football and other sports. Folds up into its own 
pocket for storage. 
Ref: 8495929 / 8495928

20L SPORTS BAG KIPOCKET

KIPSTA

We created the Essential 25L Backpack with multiple 
pockets to make it easier to keep your sports gear 
organised on your daily travels.
Ref: 8539116

25L BACKPACK ESSENTIAL

KIPSTA£499 £999

Don’t know where to store your bag once you’ve used 
it? We’ve designed the Kipocket bag to be compact, 
durable, and to fold into its side pocket for easy 
storage at home. Ref: 8496565

40L SPORTS BAG KIPOCKET

KIPSTA£699

Travel bags KIPSTA

Do you need more information? Contact us: decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/25l-backpack-essential/_/R-p-192614?mc=8539116&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/55l-sports-bag-essential/_/R-p-309659?mc=8558319&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/90l-suitcase-intensive-black/_/R-p-172017?mc=8544049&c=BLACK
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kipocket-team-sports-bag-20-litres/_/R-p-136845?mc=8495928&c=RED
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/kipocket-team-sports-bag-40-litres-dark-grey-blue/_/R-p-131045?mc=8496565&c=GREY
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/intensive-roller-bag-65-litre/_/R-p-172016?mc=8544047&c=BLUE
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/intensive-roller-bag-30-litre/_/R-p-172015?mc=8544045&c=BLUE


VICTORY MEDAL 32MM
Celebrate and mark each victory or event in the very 
best way—with a lovely medal!
Ref: 8392691 (gold) / 8392699 (silver) / 8392700 (bronze)

£029

C100 CUP 16CM

MINI TROPHIES 10CM - SET OF 10TROPHIES 24-26-29CM - SET OF 3

At this price, no victory is too small. Reward them all 
with this gold trophy.
Ref: 8539448

Rewarding each sports performance. The right way to 
individually reward everyone’s performance!  
Ref: 8539447

This set of Gold / Silver coloured trophies is perfect for awarding to each podium.
Ref: 8539446

£249

£699£1999

Cups and medals

Full range available at decathlon.co.uk Catalogue for clubs 2022
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https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/mini-trophies-10-cm-set-of-10-gold/_/R-p-X8539447?mc=8539447
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/c100-cup-16cm-gold/_/R-p-X8539448?mc=8539448
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/victory-medal-32mm-gold/_/R-p-X8392691?mc=8392691
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/trophies-24-26-29-cm-set-of-3/_/R-p-X8539446?mc=8539446
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/victory-medal-32mm-bronze/_/R-p-X8392700?mc=8392700
https://www.decathlon.co.uk/p/victory-medal-32mm-silver/_/R-p-X8392699?mc=8392699


All the prices are indicated in pounds and including VAT. (20%) Terms and Conditions are available on our website. This brochure is available for 2022.

DECATHLON HAS 48 STORES IN THE UK

1. Aberdeen
2. Belfast
3. Bolton
4. Braehead
5. Brent Cross
6. Brighton
7. Bromley
8. Cambridge
9. Chelmsford
10. Chingford
11. Coventry
12. Crawley
13. Croydon
14. Dunstable
15. Ealing Broadway
16. Edinburgh
17. Farnborough
18. Gateshead
19. Greenwich
20. Guildford
21. High Street Kensington
22. High Wycombe
23. Huyton
24. Lakeside
25. Leeds
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Contact us at:
decathlonforbusiness@decathlon.com

Discover our full range online:
www.decathlon.co.uk

Our office:
9 Maritime street, Rotherithe, 

London SE16 7FU

26. London Surrey Quays
27. Manchester Eastlands
28. Milton Keynes
29. Northampton C&C point
30. Nottingham Derby
31. Oxford
32. Poole Redlands
33. Portsmouth
34. Reading
35. Rushden Lakes
36. Sheffield
37. Slough
38. Southampton
39. Stevenage
40. Stockport
41. Tamworth
42. Telford
43. Tesco-Broadstairs
44. Tesco-Culverhouse
45. Uxbridge
46. Wandsworth
47. Warrington
48. Wednesbury
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